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About the National Institute 
of Justice 

The National Institute of Justice (NIJ), a component of the 
Office of Justice Programs, is the research and development 
agency of the U.S. Department of Justice. NIJ was estab
lished to prevent and reduce crime and to improve the 
criminal justice system. Specific mandates established by 
Congress in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 
of 1968, as amended, and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 
direct the National Institute of Justice to: 

Sponsor special projects, and research and develop
mem programs that will improve and strengthen the 
criminal justice system and reduce or prevent crime. 

Conduct national demonstration projects that employ 
innovative orpromising approaches for improving crimi
nal justice. 

Develop Ilew'teclmologies to fight crime and improve 
criminal justice. 

Evaluate the effectiveness of criminnljustice programs 
and identify programs that promise to be successful if 
continued or repeated. 

Recommend actions that can be taken by Federal, State, 
and local go"ernment& as well as by private organiza
tions to improve criminal justice. 

Carry out research on criminal behavior. 

Develop new methods of crime prevention and reduc
tion of crime and delinquency. 

The National Institute of Justice has a long history of 
accomplishments, including the following: 

Basic reseuich on career criminals that led to develop
ment of special police and prosecutor units to deal with 
repeat offenders. 

Research that confirmed the link between drugs and 
crime. 

The research and development program that resulted in 
the creation of police body armor that has meant the 
difference between life and death to hundreds of police 
officers. 

Pioneering scientific advances such as the research and 
development of DNA analysis to positively identify 
suspects and eliminate the innocent from suspicion. 

The evaluation of innovative justice programs to deter
mine what works, including drug enforcement, commu
nity policing, community anti-drug initiatives, prosecu
tion of complex drug cases, drug testing throughout the 
criminal justice system, and user accountability pro
grams. 

Creation of a corrections information-sharing system 
that enables State and local officials to exchange more 
efficient and cost-effective concepts and techniques for 
planning, financing, and constructing n(:w prisons and 
jails. 

Operation of the world's largest criminal justice infor
mation clearinghouse, a resource used by State and local 
officials across the Nation and by criminal justice agen
cies in foreign countries. 

The Institute Director, who is appointed by the President and 
confirmed by the Senate, establishes the Institute's objec
tives, guided by the priorities of the Office of Justice Pro
grams, the Department of Justice, and the needs of the 
criminal justice field. The Institute acti vely solicits the views 
of crimina I jus tice professionals to identify their mostcritical 
problems. Dedicated to the priorities of Federal, State, and 
local criminal justice agencies, research and development at 
the National Institute of Justice continues to search for 
answers to what works and why in the Nation's war on drugs 
and crime. 
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Forewoy:d 

In response to record numbers of convicted offenders and 
widespread prison crowding, American correctional offi
cials in recent years have expanded the range ofintel.'mediate 
sanctions that fall between traditional probation and com
plete incarceration. House arrest, intensive supervision, 
curfew, and other intermedialte sanctions fulfill many pur
poses. They provide graduatr~d punishments that may be 
more appropriate than either probation or prison for some 
offenses, and they maintain a higher level of offender 
control and accountability than does standard probation or 
parole supervision. In addit.iion, intermediate sanctions may 
provide enhanced levels Cif treatment lor services for prob
lems common among criminal offenders, such as drug 
abuse, low educational hWIIJls, and unemployment. Fin.ally, 
when used in lieu of confinement, inte!rmediate sanctions 
may reduce prison or j'ail populations and <lIssociated COS.IS. 

Day reporting center~ (DRC's) represent a promising new 
intermediate sanction that is being wideJIy implem€',nted in 
the United States. A 1990 study by the National I7.l.stitufie of 
Justice found only 13 DF:C's in the United States, whf~reas 
the present survey found. at least 114, hi 22 states. DRe's 
uniquely emphasi.ze both strict sUfveilJ.ance and high lievels 
of treatment and other services to offenders. Thh; dual 
emphasis distinguishes day reporting from other intermedi-

ate sanctiolls, such as int.ensive supervision programs (mp's), 
another recent innovation, which has focused primari'\y on 
surveiHance ulone. 

This fitudy documents key feature:> of existing DRC's and 
describe,f, important trends in their dewelopment. For \~x
ample, while most of the first DRe's in the United Stm\es 
were established in the mid-1980's as private operations 
(under contracts with executive agendes), more recent 
programs typically are operated by local governments (of
ten by judicial districts). Wherea~ 01der programs mostly 
admifL sentenced inmates released I!ariy from prison or jail, 
newer programs primarily targe( offenders from pretrial 
confinement or probation. And, .:.:ontrary to the original 
programs' distinction of emphasizing supervision and ser
vic(!s equally, newer DRC's h:m.d to give more emphasis to 
sllperv.ision. Clearly, day reporting is an intermediate sanc
tion in a state of evolution. Yet its rapid growth and growing 
implementation by public ·eon-ectional agencies suggest that 
this innovative concept has moved quickly in,to the main
sf;ream of American cotTectionai practice. 

Jeremy Travis 
Director 
National Institute of Justice 
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National Institute 01 Jus.tice 
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Executive Summary 

The day reporting center (DRC) is an intermediate sanction 
that blends high levels of control with intensive delivery of 
services needed by offenders. The development ofDRC' sin 
the United States during the 1980's grew out of Great 
Britain's popular use of day centers, as American correc
tional administrators sought ways to reduce rising jail and 
prison populations and associated costs. 

This report updates a 1990 study that identified 13 DRC's 
across the country. The authors developed a nationwide 
listing ofDRC' s by contacting practitioners who had visited 
three pioneering centers in Massachusetts and Connecticut 
and inquiring whether they had established similar pro
grams. Supplementing this list through a telephone survey 
of probation and parole officials in states not represented by 
the visitors, 114 DRC's were found in 22 States by mid-
1994. To obtain information about these programs, re
searchers mailed survey forms, to which 47 percent (541114) 
of the DRC directors responded. In addition, the authors 
conducted site visits to four DRC's. 

The major findings from the survey and site visits are 
summarized here: 

DRC growth has been substantial in the past decade. 
Thirty-one of the 54 responding programs opened after 
1991. Many States are now considering expanding 
existing DRC's, introducing new programs, or both. 

• The primary goal of most DRC' s is to provide offend
ers with access to treatment services. Older DRC's 
(those that opened before 1992), however, give greater 
emphasis to providing treatment and services than do 
newer programs. The secondary goal ofmostDRC's is 
to reduce jail or prison crowding. 

Many DRC's operate in distinct phases, in which 
offenders move from higher to lower levels of control 
based on their progress in treatment and compliance 
with supervisory guidelines. MostDRC programs have 
a five- to six-month duration. 

• Although all DRC programs provide intense levels of 
surveillance, the numbe: and types of required contacts 
vary greatly (for example, face-to-face contact; tele
phone contact; and home, office, and other field visits), 
as does the monitoring of certain behaviors, such as 
drug use. 

Most DRC's provide a wide array of on-site treatment 
and services. Colocation of services-siting staff from 
social service agencies at the DRC--is becoming a 
common. feature, particularly among the newer pro
grams operating in the public sector. Dmg abuse treat
ment is one of the more common services provided by 
DRC's, but it usually is delivered off-site by other 
agencies. 

Older DRC's are primarily operated by private ven
dors, whereas more recently established DRC's are 
generally operated by public agencies. Thirty-one of 
the 54DRC' s are public programs; almost three-fourths 
of the DRC' s established since 1991 are public, mostly 
local programs. Most public DRC's are administered 
by judicial agencies. 

• The average daily cost per offender ofDRC' s surveyed 
is $35.04, but there is much interjurisdictional varia
tion in operating costs. 

• The average daily population ofDRC's is 85, and the 
average number of admissions each year is 255. There 
is a substantial range in DRC size and annual admis
sions; the biggest program has capacity for over 1,750 
offenders. 

5 DRC programs accept offenders from several referral 
sources. Older DRC' s typically target offenders from 
the back end of thl' corrections system (such as early 
releases from prison or jail), while newer DRC's tend 
to target offenders from the front end (for example, 
pretrial release, direct sentence/intermediate sanction, 
and halfway-back sanctions for probation and parole 
violators). 
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• DRe's do not generally exclude serious offenders 
(based on conviction offense, prior offense history, or 
both) from the initial screening process; however, 
many programs appear to be selecting nonserious, 
drug- and alcohol-using offenders who do not require 
residential treatment. 

• Two-thirds of the responding DRC' s require offenders 
to perform community service, but the level and type of 
community service performed differs greatly from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

Negative termination rates are high-an average of 50 
percent-but vary widely (from 14 percent to 86 per-

xII Day Reporting Centel's 
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cent) among the DRC programs surveyed. Private 
DRC's are more Hkely than public ones to terminate 
enrolled offenders quickly when they are charged with 
a new crime, fail to participate in treatment, or violate 
other DRC rules. 

No systematic experimental (or quasi-experimental) 
research has been completed to date on DRC's, so 
administrators are forced to make programmatic deci
sions (such as the appropriate balance between surveil
lance and treatment) with incomplete information on 
important questions such as cost, recidivism reduetion, 
and diversionary impact. 



Introduction to This Study 

The day reporting center (DRC) is a recent innovation in 
American corrections that emerged in the mid-1980's as a 
new form of intermediate sanction. In response to escalating 
prison and jail populations, the first DRC's in this country 
became operational in 1986 in Connecticut and Massachu
setts. As recently as 1990 only 13 DRC's could be located 
across the United States.' By the end of 1994, however, at 
least 114 DRC's were operational, in 22 States, while 
several other State and local jurisdictions were planning to 
open a DRC in the near future. 

This report examines the development and implementation 
ofDRC's in the United States. Using data from two primary 
sourves-results of a nationwide mail survey and case 
studies based on four indepth DRC site visits-the study 
draws a portrait of current DRC activities and provides an 
assessment of the future of day reporting as an intermediate 
sanction. The report is divided into two volumes. The first 
volume presents an overview of the development and fea
tures ofDRC' s across the country, along with profiles of the 
four visited centers. The second volume provides more 
detailed descriptions of survey results and samples of spe
cific program materials that may be helpful to practitioners, 
policymakers, and researchers who are considering imple
menting this promising alternative correctional sanction. 

Background and Purpose 

In 1989, at the request of the National Institute of Justice 
(NIJ) , Abt Associates Inc. CAbt) conducted a preliminary 
descriptive analysis of existing day reporting programs in 
the United States.2 Very little program documentation or 
literature on DRC theory was available, a shortcoming that 
hindered the development of a clear definition of day report
ing. Further complicating the picture was the fact that many 
elements of day reporting resemble other community cor
rectional options, such as halfway houses and intensive 
supervision programs (ISP' s). Despite these limitations,Abt 
constructed a broad preliminary definition based on the 
sparse literature on DRC's and other fragmentary informa
tion about developing practices in the United States. These 
criteria were used to distinguish DRC's from other interme
diate sanctions: 

Offenders must report on a regular and frequent basis as 
a condition of release or supervision in order to account 
for their presence of movements or to participate in 
programs, services, or activities offered at the center. 

~ The number of contacts per week must be higher than 
the level of community supervision that offenders would 
otherwise have. 

The program must provide or broker services, activi
ties, or treatments that either are not available to non
DRC clients or are available in a more focused and 
intensive manner than for non-DRC clients. 

The 13 DRC' s that were identified in 1990 had been open for 
only a shorttime (an average of 14 months). The study found 
considerable diversity among even this small number of 
programs; although the DRC's fit the working definition, no 
clearer and more detailed model of practice emerged. At that 
time, day reporting had not yet developed widely enough 
and had not stabilized sufficiently to exhibit distinct pat
terns. 

Recognizing that the number of DRC's appeared to have 
increased rapidly since 1990, NIJ in 1993 asked Abt to 
conduct a second study, updating the findings from the 
earlier investigation and identifying key directions that day 
reporting had taken. The current study thus had three pri
mary purposes: (1) to document the further growth of day 
reporting since the 1990 study, (2) to identify important 
characteristics of existing programs, and (3) to determine if 
a clear model of day reporting is emerging in practice. 

Methodology 

First, to identify existing programs, researchers contacted 
several of the DRC's that had been described in the 1990 
report. Three pioneering DRC's in Massachusetts and Con
necticut have hosted visitors from other jurisdictions inter
ested in starting day reporting programs. Using lists main
tained by the three programs, researchers contacted the 
visitors to learn whether they had indeed established a DRC 
and if other day reporting programs had been established in 
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An offender 011 day reporting meets with his probation 
officer. 

their jurisdictions. The investigators also queried probation 
and parole officials in States not represented by visitors to 
the three DRC' s about the existence ofDRC' s in their States. 
These combined efforts produced a preliminary list of 136 
possible day reporting programs. 

Next, in early May of 1994, the research team sent a mail 
survey to these programs. Reminder postcards were sent to 
those that did not respond quickly; nonrespondents were 
later telephoned and, if necessary, sent a second copy of the 
questionnaire. Several agencies responded that they do not 
consider themselves DRC's, and in some cases programs 
that had been planned when the preliminary list was com
piled were not yet operational or had been canceled by the 
time the survey was mailed. Thus, the final list included 114 
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DRC's in 22 States. Fifty-four of these facilities, or about 
47 percent, responded to the mail survey. (The mail survey 
is included in volume 2 of this report.) 

In addition, the researchers visited four day reporting 
programs that were chosen to represent special aspects of 
DRC's: Connecticut's statewide program has evolved and 
changed considerably over several years; likewise, the 
DRC in Hampden County, Massachusetts, represents a 
program that has grown and evolved over time, but on a 
local scale; Harris County, Texas, operates a large DRC 
(recently expanded to over 1,750 program slots) and there
fore offers unique insights into the advantages and difficul
ties of large-scale developmen\.; and Maricopa County, 
Arizona, has had greater success than other jurisdictions in 
colocating programs and services at its DRC. 

Orgc.lnization 
The remainder of this document (volume 1) traces the 
development of day reporting in the United States, with a 
detailed look at features of existing programs. First, the 
following section explains the origin of day reporting, 
focusing on related programs in England and the conditions 
in the United States that created a need for such centers here. 
Then thereport briefly describes the characteristics ofDRC' s 
in the United States before 1990, when NIJ first conducted 
a study on what was then a brand-new innovation in the 
American correctional system. This section is based on 
survey results published in the 1990 NIJ document Day 
Reporting Centers for Criminal Offenders: A Descriptive 
Analysis of Existing Programs. 3 Next, the report presents 
an overview of both common and variable features of the 
DRC's that responded to the 1994 mail survey, along with 
case studies of the four DRC's that research staff visited. 
Following this, the report discusses the apparent emergence 
in practice of a general model of DRC' s, but cautions that, 
given recent indications of a declining emphasis on supervi
sicm. day reporting may increasingly come to resemble 
intt~nsive supervision instead. Finally. the ;:0p0rt reviews 
key issues in the future development ofDRC's. 



Origins of Day Reporting Centers 

The development of American DRC's during the 1980's 
war; sparked by two primary factors: (1) a rising awareness 
of the use of day centers as an intermediate sanction in Great 
Britain and (2) growing prison and jail crowding, which 
prompted American corrections officials to develop struc
tured alternatives to confinement. 

The BrItish day centers, established in the 1970' s, were the 
direct antecedents of American DRC' s. (Although day treat
ment programs for deinstitutionalized mental patients and 
juvenile offenders were scattered across the United States 
during thi: 1970's, 'they did not lead directly to the later 
emergenCt~ and rapid growth of DRC's.) Arguing that im
prisonmem' and individual casework for certain chronic but 
non-serious offenders were not effective, British probation 
officials and reformers persuaded Parliament in 1972 t~ 
establish four day treatment centers. In doing so, British 
officials noted that many such offenders were imprisoned 
not because they posed a substantial risk to the public, but 
because they lacked basic skills to survive lawfully and were 
frequently depe\ndent on drugs or alcohol. Concurrently, 
other such centers developed at the grassroots level to 
facilitate group work-oriented services. By the early 1980' s, 
more than 80 programs were in place throughout England 
and Wales. Because of a lack of central planning or stan
dards, the centers varied greatly. No single clear model of 
day reporting emerged in Great Britain. According to a 
recent review, the 80 British day centers identified in a 1980 
British Home Office survey differed significantly in regard 
to target popUlation, referral sources, and program content 
(such as contact levels and treatmentavailability).4Stm with 
such significant growth, day reporting soon attracted atten
tion from across the oce\an. 

In 1985 officials in Connecticut's Department of Correc
tions learned about British day centers during a correctional 
conference in Canada and decided that the concept could 
alleviate the State's prison-crowding problem. The State 
officials worked with the Connecticut Prison Association, a 
private reform organization, to plan and operate a prototype 
DRC in Hartford. Concurrently, but independently, Massa
chusettsjustice officials and le,'3.ders of the Crime and Justice 
Foundation, a private criminal justice reform organization, 

visited Great Britain to learn more about day treatment 
centers. Upon their return, a steering committee designed a 
pilot program, and legislative funding was obtained to 
operate it at the Hampden County Jail in Springfield. 

Although program developers in Connecticut and Massa
chusetts were certainly influenced by the British programs, 
the DRC models introduced at both sites were equally a 
product of ongoing developments in American sentencing 
and cOITectional control systems at the Federal, State, and 
local levels. Specifically, significant changes occurred dur
ing the 1980's in seven areas: (1) sentencing policies, (2) 
sentencing practices, (3) offender supervision, (4) offender 
control, (5) rates of arrests and prosecutions, (6) public 
attitude toward crime and criminals, and (7) classification of 
offenders according to risk and need. These changes com
bined to cause considerable strain on the criminal justice 
system and led to an environment open to new ideas in 
corrections practices. 

In the years just before to the development of the first 
American DRC's, Federal, State, and local officials were 
introducing mandatory sentencing and presumptive guide
lines that, in many jurisdictions, limited judicial discretion 
and resulted in higher imprisonment rates. At the same time, 
sentencing practices were changing to adapt to the new 
strain on prisons and jails. For example, the use of "split" 
sentences-combining a period of incarceration with a 
period of subsequent community supervision-increased. 
By the mid-1980's, one of every five Federal offenders 
received a split sentence.s Furthermore, more offenders 
were being placed on probation, and this led to larger, more 
difficult caseloads as officers with scant resources increas
ingly had to supervise individuals with serious and risky 
behavioral problems, such as drug use. 

Probation agencies introduced a range of intermediate sanc
tions to "bridge the gap" between prison and probation, and 
to rebuild political support for probation by making commu
nity-based sanctions significant punishments. Although their 
names differed-intensive supervision, home confinement, 
house arrest, electronic monit':;cmg-these programs shared 
an emphasis on short-term ,,,ffender surveillance and con-
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tro!. As these new probation options were implemented, 
judges often increased the number of conditions imposed at 
sentencing that individual offenders had to obey, and also 
added new types of conditions (such as drug testing, cur
fews, and mandatory treatment). Violations of many of these 
(:onditions were easy to detect (for example, failure to pay 
r,~stitution, perform community service, or pass a drug-use 

test). Not surprisingly, probation and parole violations be
came one of the main sources of prison admissions during 
this period. For example, probation and pamle violators 
accounted for two-thirds of the prison admissions in Texas 
and Oregon in the late 1980's, and in 1988 parole violators 
alone accounted for roughly half the prison admissions in 
California.6 

Intensive SurveiliaoceiPrograms: 
An Initial Assessment .. . 

In recent years the Federal government through the Burea/.J of JustfceAss/stance(BJA), nosprombted the . 
q'f3ve/opment ofeontro/-based strategies andfo/lowup evaluat/ons;Thslesufts .ofseveral recent evalua~ .. 
tAms suggest.that In ·the 7980's,. the field movedqulckly.toembrocegeMough;survelllance-odented 
Inh:msive supeN/slon programs (lSP's) as a. means forreduclng recIdivIsm amongcqJ)victedcrlmlnal 
ot1tenders. l ISP's, usually publicly run, requIre numerous contacts with offenders,· either afrhe programs/te, 
v/c\;fleld v{sitsand phone calls, or through othermeans; hoWever, recentresearchsuggeststhafsuNelllance- .. 
orl61nted programs simply result fo hfgher rates of technical vlolationswlth no drop in fecldlVlsm. . 

In 1~?93 Joan Petersllia and hercollea~.ltJes at RandCorporaflon cortJPlefedWho1'has beeT1qescrlbadc]$ . 
the iargest randomized fIeld experiment ever conciuctedJnthecorr~ptlonSfleld/ Qstvdythat examlf)!ii1d 
72 ptobatfon-enhancement anci two prl$on"'dlverslon I$P prOgrams, The. Quthors conclud~dthat;OV$rallr· .. 
"ISP ()ffendersdldnot have /owerrecldlvlsm-In terms of arrests, te,chnlcalviolat/ons,orconVldtlons"":"than . 
offenders on routIne sUPervIsion at any one ortheslte$,"~AbQl.)tone-thlrdot boththeexper/meQtqlpnd . 
contre.)! groups(37 percent and 83 percent respectlve/y) had I?eenr~arrested.attheendofthe study's one" . 
year f<;:\IIowup period. Also, the two groups demonstrated no differences In convlctlon ratetr(approXlmately 
21 pef(\ent were reconylcted withIn one year). NotablY, thoUgh, 65 percentof/SP offendershadcQmmrtfed 
a techl1/ca! Violation ofthelrprograms' regulat/on$, compared wfth38 percent of the offendersln,contro/···. 
groups;\Jhls dIfference most likely occurred because 'ISP'st}tplcallyhavemore, and str/cteri regulatIons,~" 
hence, ?\hereare more opportunities foroffenders to commit technlcq{ V/oiqtlons. When ISP'spunlsh these 
Violation'! Oy sending theguflty offenders backtoconffnement, they actual/yend up exacerbotfng~heVefY 
proolem'they were established to reI/eve-prison and jail crowdlng~· ... ,. . .. . ,. 

Further ar\alyses by Peters/fla and Susan . Turner cpnc~rnlng the .c()rrefate,s of.~w;cessandfallutf?qmOn9'.·: . 
offenders under Infenslvesupervlslon have revealed. that offende(swho.disQregelv~dtreotment(suqhas( 
for sUbstar\ce abuse, IndIvidual or family problems~or employmentptoblems)'fhIJelnanlsp had·befier 
outcomes 'N1Cm those who did not receive treatment;? SInce the. offenders Were randomly selected/orisP 
but not for treatment and serv/ces, however, the differences In progress may stem flomfactorsofherthcJn . 
treatment <;\luch as level of offender motlvat/on). Similar fIndIngs. were also. reported In,on •. edrller NlJ~ 
sponsored 61valuatlon of the Massachusetts ISP program. 1D Taken together, the evaluatIon research 
conducted tp date suggests that ISP's should provide both survellfance and ttt3otment.lf reduction of 
recidIvism Is. t~,!e goal. Much less 15 known about t/1e cost effectlveness anddlvelslonarytmpact Of ISP's;' 
Again, hoWe\;\er, research conducted to date does not suggest thatthe prbgramshave slgnfflpanlfy 
reduced costs:,or diverted many offenders from prison or jail. .. ,. 

Despite these lC.frgelynegatlve ~valuatlon findings; Intermedlatesan~tloM;.,~and ISP's lflpartlcular;"are Well 
entrenched In dllievels of government.ltoppearsJhat a new generCitionof ISP's /s emerging, osevlClenced 
b.ylnnovaflve pN?grams-such as dayreportlng c!?nters-:-"that $$ekmorebaJancedprov/sloo Of control ane{ 
treatment· howE,\'ver,. more recently establl$hed day reportlnQ programs appear not topeemphasl~/ng . 

" treatment and o,ther serv/cesas much as the older ones dld.ltremalns to be seen whether (JR(;'$ Will 
··become dlstlncflamong norresfdentlaJ community programs.lo. their emPhoslsof·l?oth control( dnd 

treatment or whe.\'her ORe's and ISP's will move toward a common range Inboth regarcis and thus n.')erge 
into an IndisiingUiS,~oble cluster of programs. 
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A probationer works on a computerized literacy trailling program at a Harris County (Texas) day reporting center. 

The need for new forms of correctional sanctions also arose 
under the "war on drugs" during the 1980's, as arrests and 
prosecutions for drug offenses increased dramatically. Con
currently, the public began demanding harsher punishment 
of violent offenders. As a result, the percentage of con victed 
violent offenders and drug and alcohol offenders sentenced 
to incarceration increased dramatically during the last de
cade. In addition, as mental health care was deinstitution
alized during the 1970's and early 1980's, former patients 
in mental hospitals were placed in community settings. As 
funding for social and support services declined in the 
1980' s, a growing proportion of these formerly hospitalized 
patients ran afoul of the law and ended up injails and prisons. 

Finally, community corrections practice also changed as 
probation administrators sought new ways to allocate re
sources amid increasing caseloads. One major development 
was the National Institute of Corrections' Model Classifica
tion Project (MCP). Under the MCP, more than 40 jurisdic
tions used objective instruments to classify probationers or 
parolees according to the offenders' levels of risk and need. 
In this structure, high-risk offenders were to be supervised 

more intensively than low-risk offenders, and high-need 
offenders were to get intensive service delivery. Thus, the 
MCP intended to provide different levels of supervision and 
services for each differentiated caseload. Later evaluations 
found that those jurisdictions that enacted the MCP broadly 
implemented risk assessment and its resulting surveillance 
practices but generally did not fully implement case man
agement components of the model, which were intended to 
ensure offenders' access to needed treatment and services. It 
appeared that the field moved quickly to embrace get-tough, 
surveillance-oriented intensive supervision programs (ISP' s) 
as a recidivism-reduction strategy. 

DRC's subsequently developed, then, in response to ex
panding recognition of day reporting programs in Great 
Britain, growing strains on the American correctional sys
tem, and increasing experimentation in the United States 
with intermediate sanctions. It appears thatDRC' s emerged 
in part to provide the balanced mix of surveillance and 
service that the MCP originally promoted for high-risk and 
high-need cases. The following sections describe in more 
detail the DRC's that grew out of these conditions of the 
1980's. 
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Day Reporting in the United States 
Before 1990 

According to results of NIJ's initial investigation into 
American DRC's established before 1990, the few pro
grams identified differed considerably 'in virtually all as
pects, including goals, eligibility criteria, and service ele
ments.l1 Many of the programs shared El few distinct char·· 
acteristics, but for the most part the DRC' s' features blurred 
with those of other intermediate sanctions. For instance, 
some DRC's were providing treatment regimens compa
rable to that of halfway houses while others, using commu
nity storefront locations to provide correctional and social 
services, resembled neighborhood-based probation. As 
mentioned earlier, Massachusetts and Connecticut took the 
lead in implementing DRe's in this country. By 1990 four 
of the 13 existing programs were in Massachusetts, and two 
were in Connecticut (with six additional ones being planned 
there). 

In keeping with the broad definition (If day reporting, the 13 
DRC's stressed both surveillance of and services for of
fenders. Generally, the DRC practitioners contacted in the 
study said that their programs had one or more of the 
following purposes: to enhar~c probation or parole super
vision; to treat offenders' problems; and to reduce prison or 
jail crowding. The latter was the most prevalent among the 
DRC's, with 11 of the programs claiming it as a goal. 

Private agencies operated about three-fourths of the 13 
programs, usually under contract with correctional or gov
ernmental agencies. In all cases DRC's required a greater 
number of contacts with eligible offenders than would be 
required under the most intensive form of supervision 
otherwise available. Most DRC's existed in jurisdictions 
without ISP' s or served populations for whom ISP's were 
not available. Additionally, most programs were linked in 
some way to a residential facility-either as a form of 
postresidential supervision for graduates of residential 
treatment or by sharing space and staff with established 
residential programs. This linkage helped facilitate the 
provision of many services-primarily individual and group 
counseling, job training and placement, and educational 
programs. The 13 programs targeted offenders at different 
steps of the criminal justice systera-pretrial, probation, 
early release from prison, and as an alternative to early 
release (offenders denied early release could enter DRC's 
near the end of their sentences). 

By 1990, then, a limited number of day reporting programs 
had appeared in the United States. Although these DRC' s 
had few models on which to base their programs, the 
following section shows how they set precedents and pro
vided guidance for future programs, which rapidly multi
plied as day reporting quickly grew from birth into infancy. 
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Day Reporting in i-he United States 
Since 1990 

The 114DRC's located in the United States in 1994cover22 
States. Figure 1 shows the location of DRC's that were 
identified as wen as those that responded to the mail survey. 
Many of the programs are concentrated injust a few States, 
including Connecticut, Texas, Wisconsin, Oregon, and Kan
sas. This section first presents general results of the mail 
survey, highlighting common features among DRC's and 
reviewing other, more variable characteristics. Examples 
used in this section are based on the four site visits that 
researcher~ conducted in 1994. Detailed case studies of 
these programs appear after the survey results. 

Common Features of Day Reporting 
Based on survey responses and on-site interviews with DRC 
staff, a broad-based model of day reporting appears to be 
surfacing in the corrections field. Although the DRC move
ment still is in its infancy, most DRC's share similar, if 
general, goals and practices. Aiming primarily to provide 
access to treatment and reduce prison crowding, DRC's 
typically offer numerous services to address participants' 
problems and strictly supervise offenders who otherwise 
would be confined. 

Table 1: Respondents' Ratings of DRe Goals 
I 

Not at all Somewhat 
Important Imporlant 

Goal 1 2 

Access to treatment or services 0 0 

Reduce jail or prison crowding 0 4 

Build political support 3 5 

Provide surveillance/protect 1 7 
the public 

Punish offenders 12 23 

Goals 

Survey responses indicated that the primary goal of most 
DRC's is to provide offenders with access to treatment or 
services (see table 1). All of the 54 responding DRC's 
considered this objective an "important" or "very impor
tant" goal (six respondents and 48 respondents, respec
tively). The secondary goal of DRC's is to reduce prison 
crowding, one of the main factors that contributed to the 
initial development of DRC's in the United States. All 
programs viewed these two purposes as at least somewhat 
important. The provision of surveillance-a major feature 
of DRC's in practice-appears to be a significant aim of 
most programs but generally is not their primary ambition. 

Most programs have multiple goals. For instance, the 
Maricopa County DRC in Arizona has ~.ix written goals, 
which constitute a broad mission statement focused on 
reducing the number of incarcerated offenders, strictly su
pervising them, and reintegrating them back into society. 
According to the most recent program description of this 
DRC, 

this program provides for the protection of the 
community, with strict community supervision and 

Very Not Average 
Important Important Applicable RaHng 

3 4 0 

6 48 0 3.9 

10 39 0 3.7 

16 27 2 3.2 

24 1 21 3.2 

10 2 7 1.8 
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structured reintegration services. The Day Report
ing Center staff is responsible for the enforcement 
of terms of probation and the development of a 
supervision strategy which is designed to facilitate 
high-need offenders in areas where positive changes 
and/or growth are necessary to more effectively re
enter society. 12 

In programs such as this one, "access to treatment services" 
appears in fact to function more as a means to an end rather 
than as an ultimate program goal. 

Some DRC's find that they have to or want to adjust their 
primary program goals over time. The Hampden County 
DRC in Massachusetts, the first DRC in this country, ini
tiaIIy focused on short-term reduction of jail crowding, but 
the program's primary goal now is to facilitate structured 
reintegration of offenders into their communities. 

Surveillance 

Although most intermediate sanctions provide rigorous su
pervision, the intensity of DRC surveillance practices is 
unique. While some programs are more restrictive than 

others, alI DRC's have strict requirements for monitoring 
the whereabouts and behavior of participating offenders. 
MostDRC surveillance policies include graduated phases of 
supervision, high frequency of on-site contact, close moni
toring of off-site whereabouts, and vigilant surveillance of 
certain behaviors, such as drug use. 

Phases. A majority of DRC's have developed mUltiple 
supervision phases that gradually reduce the frequenc.:y or 
intensity of surveillance for offenders who demonstrate 
positive adjustment 'to living in the community. Slightly 
more than half of the DRC's responding to the mail survey 
reported two or more phases. Of those with mUltiple phases, 
13 percent had two phases, 71 percent had three phases, and 
16 percent had four phases. Programs with one phase usually 
lasted about five months, while those with multiple phases 
generalIy lasted about six months. 

The use of phases can serve as an incentive for offenders by 
rewarding the absence of disciplinary infractions with in
creasingly relaxed surveillance. Increased freedom in later 
phases also may function as an element of the treatment 
regimen-for example, by providing an opportunity for 
offenders to practice skiIIs learned in earlier phases. In 
Maricopa County's three-phase system, the first phase is 

11 

Offenders at a day reporting center wait to see their probation officers. 
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marked by intense supervision (contact at least five times per 
week), whereas the second and longest phase has a stronger 
emphasis on treating clients' problems and needs. Staff 
reduce or subsequently increase contact requirements based 
on offenders' progress. The final phase functions as a 
transition period into regular probation. 

On-site contacts. DRC's require notably high levels of 
contact between offenders and program staff. Almost 95 
percent of respondents to the mail survey reported that their 
DRC provides more frequent contacts than the most inten
sive form of probation or parole supervision otherwise 
available to their offender population. Approximately 
two-thirds of the DRC's require offenders to appear in 
person at the DRC five times per week during the most 
intensive phase, while an additional l3 percent require five 
or more in-person office contacts. On average, offenders 
must be on the premises of the DRC's 18 hours per week 
during the most intensive phase. 

Off-site surveillance. About two-thirds of DRC's also 
c1o!:€!ly monitor offenders' whereabouts in the community, 
night and day, through field contacts (at the offender's 
place of work, for example) and telephone contacts. In 
these DRC's, offenders are under surveillance for an aver
age of 67 hours per week during the most intensive program 
phase. 

Another noteworthy DRC pattern is the frequent use of 
daily itineraries to document offenders' whereabouts and to 
help staff to monitor their location. Practices vary among 
programs, but in general offenders complete an itinerary 
each day shortly after their an'ival at the DRC, stating where 
they will be and how they may be located at all times. In 
some programs, offenders fiB out itineraries several days in 
advance and update them as required each morning. Addi
tionally, the use of curfews is common among DRC's, with 
about half mandating this restriction. The practice is much 
more common among public programs than among private 
ones. Almost all of the DRC' s that set curfews enforce them 
through telephone calls. Less common monitoring strate
gies include electronic devices and home visits. On average, 
DRC's with curfews make eight contacts per week to moni
tor compliance. 

Other supervision. In addition to closely supervlSlng 
offenders' whereabouts, most DRC's monitor other aspects 
of their behavior. For instance, 89 percent of the DRC's 
reported that they test offenders for drug use. According to 
the survey, offenders are tested for drug use an average of 

12 Day Reporting Centers 
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Supervision in the HClmpden 
. County ORe . 

Like most day r$portlng programs, the 
Hampden County ORC In Sprlngfle/c:J, Massa
chusetts, enforces highly rsstr(ctlvs supervlsQry 
requirements; In fact the ORC'srequrredcon
tact (evf;?{s' are;slgnlf/ca(ltly higher' than ,those' 
manclotecl (9/ dl"f..~Qders undermaxlrt/vmsv-·· 
peN/sfoh •• b}/probdflon' officers; Offenders In 
th~· most InfE)nslve phasE) of thE) ·HdmpdEin 
County ORC must· mestwlth their ORO offfcer 
OhO dally bas/sin the off/ceand dn additlondl 
four to five trmes perweekln the field (a home 
visit or employment chec". for example) .. By .. 
·comparison· offenders undermdxlmum· pro .. 
batlonsuperv/s/on In Hampden. Counfymust 
meet wIth their probatIon officers in person 
onlyaminlmum oftw/c$ permon/h, along with 
an additional two "collatera,"'contactsisuCh 
as a telephone call or employment veriflda~·· 
flon. 

Offendersln the Hampden County DRCmove 
through four program phases~ :each lastIng 
approximately one month •. ·In. whfch controls . 
are relaxed ondprlvileges IncrE)ds€)dos Of~ 
fendersprogress, After a shortif;)sldenfiol ot/en
tation period, offenclersmove Intofhs nibst 
{ntenslve Phase of community sUP6rvislon. in 
addltfon to the manymandatsdcontacts de
scr/Qed above, offendefsmustablde bYa dairy 
9 p,m. curfE)w, tdke up to two drvg·usetests 
and four to five BfeathalyzertestseClch week, 
p$r(orm 16. to 20 hou/'$ of communlfyservlce 
$ach weeklfun~mployed, and (ourtb six hours. 
If employed,anclpartlclpatE) In. weeklyG'ED 
(general equivalency diploma) . and ~Fam/ly 
program" Classes, These requirements arE) 
gradudlly leSSened In the third and fourth 
phases. In all phasEls, offenders must complete 
a dally Itinerary. 

The ORC stoffmonlto( offsndf)rs' wherea/::)outs 
In the communlfypy combining. -electronIc 
monitoring wIth "spot checks," A radlo·fre-
qU$ncy contlnuo'4s SUi'VE)lIlancesystem q',oW$ 
DRCstafffo malntdln 24·hour contactwlth 
bffehders. In addltlOh, officers used mobl/E)Uhli 
to conduct "drlve·bys" and sfte Insp~cttons at 
offende(s'.resld~tlces and places ofemplQY~ 
ment. . 



five times per month during the most intensive DRC phase, 
but the number of tests varies considerably across programs. 
In one-third of the DRC' s, offenders are tested once or twice 
a month, while in 13 percent of the DRC's offenders are 
tested 12 or more times per month. Newer and public DRC' s 
have a slightly higher rate of drug testing than do older and 
private programs. Ninety-three percent of public DRC's 
mandate drug-use testing, compared with 87 percent of 
private programs. Likewise, 94 percent of DRC's that had 
opened in the preceding 13 months reported conducting 
drug tests, compared with 88 percent of those that had 
operated for more than 36 months. 

Offenders in many DRC' s also are expeclcJ to participate in 
activitil,::s that will help reintegrate them into society. In 
ConnecHcut, for example, day reporting clients are required 
to work or study full-time or to cooperate wIth program staff 
in obtaining employment. They also must participate in 
substance abuse counseling as requested by program staff. 

Services 

A major, but not surprising, finding of this investigation is 
that DRC's provide many services to offenders. Programs 
vary somewhat in regard to which services they offer, where 
they are provided, and how they are funded, but DRC's 
distinguish themselves from other intermediate sanctions 
simply in their provision of such a wide array of treatment 
opportunities for offenders. 

Types of services. Survey respondents were asked to indi
cate which of 10 common services they offer at their DRC's 
and whether the services are provided on- or off-site. The 
responses are broken down in table 2. (The study did not 
obtain data on the number of participants in each service.) 
More than 90 percent of the DRC's provide seven of the 10 
services listed on the survey, including job-seeking skills, 
group counseling, drug abuse education, job placement 
services, education, drug treatment, and life skills training. 
A large majority ofDRC's also provide individual counsel
ing, transitional housing, and recreational and leisure-time 
activity. Notably, privately operated DRC's appear to pro
vide significantly more services than do public ones: nearly 
all private DRC's offer nine or more services, compared 
with just half of the public DRC's. Also, 82 percent of the 
DRC's that had been operating more than 40 months re
ported that they provide nine or more services, compared 
with 67 percent of those operating 13 to 40 months and 50 
percent of those operating 12 months or less. 

The day reporting programs in Harris County (Houston), 
Texas, offer many programs and services at fiheir offices, 
including substance abuse evaluations and assessments, an 
education lab, support group meetings, individual and group 
therapy, vocational intervention programs, life skills train
ing, intensive mental health case management, and health 
and personal growth education. Similarly, the DRC in 
Maricopa County, Arizona, which emphasizes treatment 
rather than control during its longest phase, makes an initial 

Table 2: Types and Locations of Services Offered by ORe's 

Location of Service 
Percent of ORe's 

Type of Service that Provide Services At ORe Elsewhere Both 

Job-seeking skills (N = 63) 98 % 79% 13% 8% 

Drug abuse education (N = 52) 96 69 17 14 

Group counseling (N = 51) 96 80 12 8 

Job placement services (N = 50) 93 62 34 4 

Education (N = 49) 93 55 31 14 

Drl,lg treatment (N = 48) 92 31 54 15 

Life skills training (N = 49) 91 92 6 2 

individual counseling (N = 47) 89 72 17 11 
Transitionai housing (N == 32) 63 13 81 6 

Recreation and ieisure (N = 31) 60 74 16 10 
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A counselor at a day reporting center conducts a group session. 

assessment of offenders' needs and then provides the 
appropriate services, including job readiness and place
ment programs, educational and literacy assistance, sup
port groups, and drug and other counseling. 

Location of services. Eight of the 10 commonly provided 
services listed in table 2 are delivered primarily on the 
premises of the DRC' s. In Harris County, for example, day 
reporting is managed by the Community Supervision and 
Corrections Department, which operates both residential 
and nonresidential correctional programs for the over 35,000 
offenders under its jurisdiction. Many of the services pro
vided in these DRC's also are offered in the department's 
other programs, enabling offenders to move between differ
ent correctional levels while continuing their progress in 
services or treatments. For instance, the same life skills 
course and educational labs are provided in community 
corrections facilities, correctional boot camps, residential 
drug treatment facilities, and DRC's. 

Some programs offer treatment on~site to offenders by 
colocating with staff from other agencies. One-third of the 
DRC's reported that other agencies maintain offices or staff 
on their premises and offer their services to the offenders. 

14 Day Reporting Centers 

Colocation is significantly more prevalent among public 
DRC's than it is among private OI1'::S. In Maricopa County 
DRC administrators developed a unique "bartering" sys
tem in which the county provides nmt-free space at the 
DRC for treatment programs and agencies in exchange for 
their providing DRC offenders with services such as job 
readiness, substance abuse counseling, life skills counsel
ing, literacy education services, behavioral health counsel
ing, and self-help support groups. The most recent Maricopa 
County DRC program description explains this funding 
strategy: 

The most efficient and cost-effective means to 
offer these [treatment] services is through the use 
of private, nonprofit vendors. In order to attract 
these agencies, space will be provided at the Day 
Reporting Center to conduct group and individual 
counseling services. Providers will be allowed to 
offer these services to non-probation clients as 
well. In return, they will be required to offer Day 
Reporting Center clients priority to service access; 
deferred payments for services; reduced payments 
for services; and scholarships for the most needy 
clients. 13 



The extent of colocation with other service providers 
depends on the capacity of the agency running the program 
and the physical configuration of the center. Although the 
Hampden County programs primarily use their own staff to 
provide offender services, selected providers sometimes 
supply services not offered by the DRC's, such as AIDS 
support groups and Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. (For 
a more in-depth examination of this practice, see "Key 
Issues for the Future" later in this report.) 

Notably, drug treatment, one of the most needed services 
among offenders, is not offered on the premises of about half 
of the DRC's (although about two-thirds at least offer drug 
abuse education on-site). Nonviolent substance abusers 
frequently make up the primary population group atDRC's, 
so program staff usually help clients gain access to proper 
treatment. Also, supervisory policies usually include drug 
testing. In the Hampden County DRC, possession and pos
session with intent to sell drugs are the two main conviction 
offenses among the DRC populll.tion. This program, which 
provides drug treatment on-site, assumes that offenders who 
become drug- and alcohol-free will have a lower risk of 
recidivism. 

Funding for services. DRC's usually pay for eight of the 10 
most {;ommon categories of services (see table 3). IfDRC's 
cannot fund services themsdves, other agencies usually 
finance the treatment provided. Seldom do offenders pay 
for services themselves. 14 Be~cause paying for treatment 

services can be difficult, some DRC's have come up with 
creative methods for funding their treatment services, 
including colocation with other agencies. 

Accessibility of programs. All surveyed ORC's report 
being open at least five days per week. Thirty-two percent 
are accessible six days a week, and 15 percent operate seven 
days a week. On average, DRC's are open 10 hours per day 
on weekdays. Programs that operate on weekends are open 
an average of six additional hours. Overall, DRC's are open 
an average of 54 hours per week. 

Variable Features of Day Reporting 
While DRC' s share the basic features described above, they 
differ considerably in other ways, including type of admin
istration, staffing, operating costs, criteria for eligibility, 
size of enrollment, restitution and community service re
quirements, and rates of program completion. 

Administration: Public or Private? 

Whereas most programs identified before 1990 were pri
vately operated, about two-thirds of responding DRC's in 
the current study are public programs. Figure 2 illustrates 
this distinct pattern in the development of day reporting. 
Also, figure 3 indicates, in recent years there has been a 

Table 3: Sources of Payment for Services at DRC's 

Percentage Of ORC's In Which: . 
Service ORC Pays Another Agency Pays Offender Pays (Fees) 

Job-seeking skills eN = 53) 74 % 17 % 4% 

Drug abuse education (N = 52) 73 23 12 

Group counseling (N= 51) 73 20 8 

Job placement services (N = 50) 58 30 8 

Education (N = 49) 53 43 10 

Drug treatment (N = 48) 50 46 25 

Life skills tralr>lng (N = 49) 74 12 2 

Individual counseling (N = 47) 72 19 13 

Transitional housing (N = ,'32) 28 72 6 

Recreation and 181sure (N = 31) 77 10 16 

Note: DRe's may have more than one payment source. 
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Figure 2: Ownership Status of Older Versus Newer DRe's 
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significanqump in the number of DRC' s implemented by 
local agencies, as compared with new statewide and re
gional programs. Plausible explanations for the shift from 
private to public DRC management might include a lack of 
available private providers, subcontracting restrictions in 
existing union contracts, and legal limitations on jurisdic
tions' authority to "privatize" managerial services. Or, 
perhaps, corrections administrators increasingly view day 
reporting as an important component of a comprehensive 
community reintegration strategy that requires their direct 
managerial and operational control. 
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N = 23 

.. 
r}?':':tij 

1992-1994 

Year Established 

Two-thirds of the public programs are located within the 
judicial branch; about three-fourths are operated by a city 
or county government. Nearly all of the private DRC's are 
operated by nonprofit organizations, with two-thirds oper
ating at a local level. The many contracts that the 23 private 
DRC's have with governmental agencies are divided fairly 
evenly between executive and judicial agencies. For in
stance, the Connecticut Department of Corrections con
tracts with private vendors to operate 17 day reporting 
programs across the state. One DRC reported contracts with 
both executive and judicial agencies. 



Figure 3: Geographic Scope of Older Versus Newer ORe's 
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Size. On average, DRe's provide one line staff for every 
seven offenders. The distributi,on of line staff varies consid
erably, however, with the middle 50 percent of DRC's 
managing from six to 17 offenders per line staff. Twenty 
percent ofDRC' s have one line staff for every five or fewer 
offenders. Public DRC's tend to have larger staffs than do 
private programs: 38 percent of the public programs-but 
only 19 percent of the private ones-provide one or more 
line staff for every six offenders. 

N = 24 

1985-1991 
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Training. Nearly 90 percent ofDRC's train line stafffor an 
average of 58 hours during the first year of employment. 
Forty hours of training, the most common amount during the 
first year of employment, is provided by 23 of the 47 DRC' s. 
Forty-two DRC's provide training for line staff during 
second and subsequent years of employment, averaging 30 
hours of training per year. 

Staff turnover. Staff turnover rates vary considerably, de
pending in part on the program's age and whether it is 
privately or publicly operated. Public DRC's that have 
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operated for 12 or more months generally have lower line 
staff turnover rates than do comparable private 1 lRe' s: more 
than 50 percent of the public DRC's have turnover rates of 
9 percent or less, compared with only 15 percent of the 
private DRC's. Likewise, 21 percent of the public DRC's 
have turnover rates of 30 percent or higher, compared with 
55 percent of the private DRC's. DRC's in operation for 
more than 40 months generally experience higher turnover 
rates than those that have operated for less time. Public 
programs (on the whole) are newer than private programs, 
and turnover rates appear to incre.f;se in older programs. In 

Table 4: Average Daily Cost Per Offender (N = 33) 

Average Dally Number Percentage of 
Cost per Offender ofORC's Reporting ORe's 

Less than $20 13 39 % 

$20 to $39 11 33 

$40 or more 9 27 

Note: Based on DI(C's In operation at least 12 months on 
May 8, 1994. Percentages do not total 100 because 
of rounding. 

nddition, it is likely that pay scales are lower in private 
p.;ograms, a factor that may also contribute to higher turn
over rates. 

Only a few programs-about 11 percent of the DRC's
have experienced high staff turnover (such that half or more 
of the line staff left their positions during the year immedi
ately preceding the mail survey). At the other extreme, one
fourth ofDRC' s reported no turnover in line staff during the 
preceding year. 

Operating Costs 

This study examined cost data only for the 33 DRC's that 
had been operating for atleastone year at the time of the mail 
survey. Daily costs of operation were calculated based on 
total operating costs, including employee fringe benefits 
and retirement outlays, for each DRC' s most recently com
pleted fiscal year (see table 4).15 

The average daily cost per offender is $35 .04. Average daily 
costs per offender vary widely: four programs cost less than 
$10 per day per offender, and two cost more than $100 per 
day per offender. The average daily costs per offender for 
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the middle 50 percent of DRC's ranges from $16.78 to 
$38.83. 

Public DRC's generally have lower daily operating costs 
than do private DRC's. Fifty-four percent of the public 
DRC's have operating costs of $20 per day per offender or 
less, compared with 30 percent of the private DRC's. As 
would be expected, DRC's that provide few services cost 
less than those that provide many. Likewise, the cost of 
operating a DRC grows with increasingly stringent surveil
lance practices. Day reporting appears to be less expensive 
than imprisonment, but often more expensive than other 
community sanctions. In Maricopa County, for example, 
DRC officials estim?te that the average daily cost of place
ment in a DRC is $16, more than the cost of the ISP, but 
substantially less than that of residential treatment, work 
release, or total confinement. 

Size of Enrollment 

The 54 responding DRC' s enroll an average of 85 offenders 
at any one time. At the time of the survey, halfoftheDRC's 
were serving 45 or fewer offenders. The middle 50 percent 
of DRC's have enrollment sizes ranging from 14 to 78 
offenders. Five DRC's reported handling 300 or more of
fenders. The two day reporting programs in Harris County, 
Texas, can serve a combined total of around 2,000 offenders 
on anyone day, making them the lafgest programs identified 
by this study. 

DRC's operating for at least one year at the time of the 
survey averaged 255 admissions during the year. Half of 
these DRC's admitted 233 or fewer offenders, and about 
one-fourth admitted fewer than 100. Only about 9 percent of 

Table 5: Legal Status of Offenders in DRC's 

Legal status 

Probation 

Probation or parole violators 

Parole from prison 

Jail (pretrial release) 

Jail sentence (early release) 

Prison furloughs/administrative 
release 

Residential programs 

Prison work release 

Percentage of DRC's that 
Admit Such Offenders 

87% 

73 

42 

37 

25 

20 

12 

6 
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Table 6: Distribution of Offenders Entering DRC's from Prison, Jail, and Community 

Type of ORC Age of ORC 

Source of Clients Public Private More tI':an 40 Month 14 to 40 Months 13 Months or Less 

Prison 13% 16% 25 % 9% 11% 

Jail 5 29 33 10 5 

Community- 77 54 42 80 77 

Note: Percentages do not total to 100 because they are based on facility averages. not individual 
offendercounts. 

'Community Includes probation. parole violation. (Ind residential programs. 

the DRC' s admitted more than 500 offenders during the year. 
Generally, public and recently established DRC' s have smaller 
enrollment sizes and fewer admissions than do private and 
older programs. 

Criteria for Eligibility 

In recruiting or accepting an offender to its program, a DRC 
usually gives consideration to the individual's legal status and 
type of offense. In addition, some programs target offenders 
with special needs, such as women with children or individu
als with mental illness. 

Legal status. Offenders in most DRC' s come from more than 
one area of the correctional spectrum; seldom do offenders 
admitted to aDRC come from a single source. As the percent
ages in table 5 indicate, individuals sentenced to probation 
and violators of probation or parole represent by far the most 
frequently admitted offenders among DRC's. Few programs 
accept prisoners on furloughs or work release from prison or 
jail. 

Programs' sources of participants depend in part on their type 
of administration i\nd age. For example, when administrative 
control of Connecticut's day reporting programs-called 
alternative incarceration centers, or AIC' s-originally rested 
with the Department of Corrections (DOC), the AlC' s prima
rily accepted offenders released early from prison on super
vised home release, a form of furlough. After 1990, when 
control of the AlC's was transferred from the DOC to the 
judicial department, AIC's began accepting more pretrial 
defendants who were denied release on recognizance and who 
could not post cash bail. 

According to the survey resuns, over three-fourths of public 
DRC's recruit offenders from community sources, whereas 

just over half of private DRC's recruit such offenders (see 
table 6). On the whole, older and private DRC' s are more 
likely to recruit offenders from jail or prison, whereas 
newer and public DRC's tend to recruit from community 
sources. Most DRC's that have been in operation 40 
months or less target offenders from community sources, 
compared with less than half of programs open for more 
than 40 months. For example, in Maricopa County, Ari
zona, which has one of the older DRC's surveyed, about 
half of all offenders in the DRC are referred directly from 
jail, while the others typically move from work furlough 
status to DRC status. 

Recruiting confined offenders is the best way to reduce jail 
and prison ('rowding, because each offender admitted to 
the DRC would have otherwise been imprisoned. It is 
unceltain whether those accepted from other decision 
points in the criminal justice process would have been 
confim~d otherwise. Sophisticated eligibility criteria and 
selection processes can improve the chances of recruiting 
confinement-bound offenders, but some degree of "net 
widening" is probable if DRC clients are drawn from 
nonconfinement sources. 

Type of offense. Only a few DRC's screen from admission 
offenders whose current charges or prior offenses entail 
serious crimes, such as those against persons or involving 
weapons. As the breakdown in table 7 indicates, many 
programs at least will consider persons currently charged 
with or convicted for arson, sex offenses or other violent 
crimes, and use' of weapons or firearms. No program 
excludes individuals charged with drug sale or possession. 

Usually, however, DRC screening involves more than an 
assessment of an offender's current charges and prior 
offense history. All offenders who are eligible do not 
necessarily gain admission to a DRC. Before being admit-
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Table 7: I?RC EIi;gibility of Offenders Charged With or Convicted of 

Various Types of Crimes 

Offense Category 

Arson (current crime) 

Sex offense (current crime) 

Other violent offense (ct.'Trent crime) 

Weapons/firearms (currer't crime) 

Violent offense (past crimE-') 

Weapons/firearms (past crime) 

Drug sale (current crime) 

Drug possession (current crirr~e) 

Percentage of DRC's That Accept 
This Category for Admission Screening 

70% 

78 

78 

85 

87 

96 

100 

100 
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Offenders on day reporting clear brush from city-owned property. 

ted to the DRC in Hampden County, sentenced offenders 
must progress through a series of steps, including initial 
identification, review of general eligibility, and an assess
ment of treatment needs and risk to the community, as well 
as a home visit by DRC security staff. 

Race and gender. Although any assessment of possible race 
and gender bias is beyond the scope of this survey, data on 
race and gender of offenders were collected. On average, 43 
percent of the offender population in responding DRC' s are 
white, 36 percent are black, 17 percent are Hispanic, and one 
percent are American Indian. Fifty-three percent of offend
ers in publicly owned DRC's are white, compared with 30 
percent in private DRC' s. Eighty-one percent of participants 
are male. Six programs have only males in their population, 
and two admit only females. The percentage of females is 
slightly higher in private than ill public DRC's (22 percent 
versus 16 percent). 

Speciailleeds. SomeDRC' s are designed to provide services 
for offenders with special needs. For example, 42 percent 
are designed to serve mentally ill offenders, 17 percent serve 
offenders with tuberculosis, and 26 percent serve offemders 
with other infectious diseases. The offenders most often 

served (by 94 percent ofDRC's) are those with alcohol and 
other drug abuse problems. 

Community Service and Restitution 

Community service ha[ emerged as a fairly common re
quirement among DRC' s, both private and public, older and 
newer. Offenders in two-thirds of DRC's must perform 
community service at some point during the program. Spe
cific community service requirements , however, vary widely, 
primarily because of local differences in acceptance of 
community service and in degrees of program development. 

Officials in both Connecticut and Harris County, Texas, 
strongly promote community service by DRC offenders. 
Each Connecticut DRC has one 12-passenger van for every 
50 clients to transport offenders to community service 
worksites. One or two staff members accompany the offend
ers to the service sites and work alongside them. In one 
instance, when cost cutting forced reductions in State park 
maintenance budgets, Connecticut DRC's reached agree
ments with State officials to have DRC community service 
crews perfonn routine maintenance. DRC community ser-
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vice crews also sold tickets and performed other support 
functions for the 1993 Nu'meg State Games, a statewide 
sports festival patterned after the Olympics. 

The Harris County Community Supervision and Correc
tions Department has developed a large-scale community 
service program that places several thousand offenders in 
individual and group community service jobs each day. 
Harris County's DRC's provide a relatively small percent
age of the offenders in the department's much larger com
munity service program. Still, given the magnitude of the 
community service program, several hundred day reporting 
offenders perform daily community service. The agency 
uses over 60 vans to transport work crews, although most 
community service is performed on an individual basis and 
requires offenders to provide their own transportation. 

In addition to requiring community service, about 35 per
cent of the DRC's reported that at least some offenders in 
their programs must pay restitution to the victims of their 
crimes. Such financial obligations are ordered by judges and 
enforced by DRC' s; hence, the practice varies greatly among 
DRC's. 

Termination Rates 

DRC's that had operated for at least 12 months at the time of 
the survey appear to have relatively low rates of completion 
by participants and correspondingly high rates of negative 
termination (removal of offenders from the program for 
violating program policies).18 The average negative termi-

nation rate for all such programs is 50 percent, with a wide 
distribution that ranges from 14 to 86 percent. Four factors 
appear to correlate with high rates of dismissal from DRC' s: 
type of program (public or private), level of services offered, 
line staff turnover rates, and use of curfews. 

Notably, private agencies operate 69 percent of the DRC' s 
with high negative termination rates (those where over half 
of offenders are dismissed from the program for negative 
reasons). All DRC's with high negative termination rates 
also provide many services. In contrast, offenders in DRC' s 
that offer few services seldom are dismissed from the 
program before completion. It thus appears that with the 
availability of many services (a characteristic associated 
with older, private DRC's) come more opportunities for 
offenders to fail to complete treatment or abide by service 
requirements. 

Fifty-four percent ofthe DRC's with high negative termina
tion rates also have high line staff turnover rates (but it is not 
clear which characteristic influences the other). In addition, 
use of curfews appears inversely related to negative termi
nation rates: 31 percent of the DRC's with high rates use 
curfews, compared with 56 percent ofDRC' s with low rat~~s. 

Rates of removal from programs are also largely related to 
programs' policies toward violations of supervisory or ser
vice-related requirements. In Harris County, for example, 
officials manage many levels of control and supervision 
within their department, ranging from unsupervised proba
tion to confinement in low-security settings such as commu
nity corrections facilities or boot camps. Movement within 

Table 8: DRe Removal Policy for Various Types of Rule Violations 

Percentage of ORe's 
Type of Violation That Would Remove Offender 

Charged with new crime 57 % 

Out of contact more than 24 hours 52 

Out of contact 7-24 hours 48 

Failure to complete required f"eatment program 47 

Out of contact 1-6 hours 41 

Failure to pay restitution or fees 38 

Failure to make other payments 38 

New arrest but no new charge 35 

Suspected of new crime 27 
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Prison V\lithout Walls: A Typical Day Reporting Experience 
John, 28 years old and unemployed, Is arrested for possessIon of cocaIne. He /s sentenced to 
probation, but during that time he misses several meetings with his probation officer and tests positive 
for drug use. Rather than punishing John forthlsprobation violation by sending him to the state prlson, 
which Is already 70 percent over capacity, the judge assIgns him to a nearby ORC. The ORe which 
the State judicial department began operatIng two years ago, accepts John because, based on his 
histof'/and offense, he Is of sma/{ risk to the community and Is In need of drug abuse treatment and 
other seNices. Furthermore, by keeping John under community supervfslon, the judge avoids aeldlng 
to the already hfgh prison populatiOn. 

John begins the first phase of the three-phase program In June, For the first three weeks, he must report 
to the ORC five times each week, where he twice Is tested for drug use. The program Is open from 8 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 9 a,m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays. When he is not at the 
center, John must remain at home except to do errands that he has already planned on a weekly 
Itinerary, on record at the ORC, Program staff telephone John several times during the day to monitor 
hIs whereabouts and ensure that he Is abiding by his 8 p.m. curfew, Once a week. staff also make an 
unannounced visit to his home. John also begins to attend drug abuse educatIon classes, GEO classes, 
Job skills training, and group counselfng sessions, conducted on-site by program staff. In addition, twice 
a week he goes to a drug abuse outpatient clinIc, referred by the ORC. 

In the middle of his second week, John misses a counseling session and aGED class. Instead of moving 
to the second, more lenIent phase at the end of the third week, John must remaIn under the mor@ 
Intensive form of supervisIon for an additional week. Informed that another vlo/atlon mlqht land him 
In the State correctional facility, he subsequently commits no other violations, By the end of June, he 
Is ready to begin the second phase, during whIch he must continue with his drug abuse treatment and 
ciasses but report to the ORC only twice a week, In addition, he JoIns many of the other 90 offenders 
In performing several cleanup and construction projects around the city, 

Affer three months without violating any regulatIons, John begIns the third and final phase of the 
program, during which he reports to the ORC only once a week. With asslstarlce from alop placement 
agency thatoffers Its servIces at the ORC he flndsemploymenf with the stateparks system. By the end 
of November, he has been released from the ORC. The cost fothe State of his placement In fhe ORe 
has been half of what It likely would have been had he been Incarcerated, and John seems onh/s L way to making a more productive contribution to socIety. 

this continuum (that is, moving an offender to a more 
onerous or a less restrictive setting) is used to reward 
positive ac.ljustment or to punish poor adjustment; hence, 
relati vely few offenders are reportedly revoked or termi
nated from probation for violating day reporting require
ments. ~Jore often, they are placed by court action at some 
higher level on the continuum but retain their probationary 
status. 

Decisions t(.l remove offenders from DRC' s are made in the 
context of a variety of case-specific factors, such as the type 
and frequency of violation. DRC's have the lowest tolerance 

for ("en one or two occurrences of four categories of 
infractions: being charged with a new crime, being out of 
contact for more than 24 hours, being out of contact for 7 
to 24 hours, and failing to complete a required treatment 
program (see table 8). At the other extreme, a strong 
majority of DRC's said they would not remove offenders 
for some factors, regardless of the number of occurrences, 
as long as no other violative behavior was involved. These 
include suspicion of a new crime, new arrest but no new 
charge, failure to pay restitution or other fees, and failure to 
make contact for less than seven hours. 
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Co!se S'tudif~S: 
Experierlc~e Fr'OlTl the Fie~d 

In 1994 researchers visited four day reporting programs, 
each reflecting common features of DRC' s as well as dis
tinct individual characteristics (such as, large size, State or 
local level of operation, and colocation of services). This 
section presents a look at the development and operation of 
these programs. 

Connecticut .Judicial DE~partment 
Office of Alternative Sanctions 

Background and Program Implementation 

Day reporting emerged in Connecticut in the early 1980's, 
as changes in the State' $ sentencing policies led to jail and 
prison croWding. In 1981 the State legislature abolished 
indeterminate sentences and discretionary parole release, 
allowing judges to fix prison terms within statutory maxi
mum or minimum limilts for convicted felons. Jrmates 
served their fixed terms, without parole release. Under this 
law, fixed sentences were longer, on average, than the prior 
prison terms for similar offenders. 

As crowding worsened, Stnte policymakers sought ways to 
reduce prison populations. The legislature passed an emer
gency release law in 1985, providing a "safety valve" 
releasing process when prison populations exceeded capac
ity, and the commissioner of corrections used supervised 
home release (SHR)-a foml offurlough-to reduce crowd
ing. At around this time officials in the Department of 
Corrections (DOC) also learned about Brit:sh day centers, 
an alternative correctional samction that provided commu
nity supervision and treatment services for offenders. Con
vinced that day reporting could reduce jail and prison 
crowding, DOC officials contracted with the Connecticut 
Prison Association (CPA), a private reform and service 
organization, to plan and implement a pilot day reporting 
program in Hartford. The center opened in 1985 and was 
termed an alternative incarceration center (AIC), emphasiz-

ing the program's strict surveillance provisions and "get 
tough" theme. Judges pushed for the expansion of AlC's 
into other cities, and by 11989 the DOC had contracted with 
private vendors to operate seven additional AlC's around 
the State. By 1994 Connecticut had spent about $8 million 
on 17 AIC's. 

The first AlC's in Connecticut aimed primarily to reduce 
prison and jail crowdil1;g. Accordingly, the early programs 
recruited clients from three primary sources: (1) State pris
oners released on SHR before their minimum parole dates, 
(2) detainees denied bail and confined injails while awaiting 
trial, and (3) offenders sentenccd to probation with partici
pation in AIC as a condition. The secondary objective of the 
original AlC's was tOi provide offenders with services and 
treatment. In order tiD target individuals who, given past 
practice, typically would have been cQ,.fined, the vendors 
operating these AlC's developed detailed criteria for of
fl~nder eligibility and selection based on analysis of local 
sentencing patterns. 

Despite the use of both SHR and the AlC's, prison and jail 
crowding continued to increase. DOC officials used SHR 
more frequently and earlier in inmates' prison terms. Al
though the AIC's recruited most of their clients from SHR, 
the number of inmates placed on SHR eventually far ex
\~eeded the capacity of the AlC's. By the end of 1989, about 
6,000 inmates were on SHR. Some reportedly served as little 
as 10 pereent of their fixed prison terms befom SHR was 
granted. 

Critics argued that the widespread use of SHR undermined 
thel certainty and severity of punishment intended in the 
19tH determinate sentencing law. In response to heated 
debate over strategies to ease prison crowding, a Commis
sionl on Crowding in 1989 proposed (1) expanding prison 
and jail capacity, (2) ensuring that incarcerated offenders 
woui1d serve longer terms, and (3) increasing the number and 
range of alternatives to incarceration so that confinement 
sentences would be reserved for serious and habitual 
offenders. 
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The commission's recommt:ndations went into effect in 
1990. Two statutory goals were to divert 4,230 offenders 
from confinement by 1994 and to lengthen the duration of 
prison sentences actually served (for those with sentences of 
two or more years) to 50 percent by 1995. Hundreds of 
millions of dollars were provided to build new prison and jail 
beds and to expand alternative sanctions. In addition, the 
Office of Alternative Sanctions (OAS) was created within 
the judicial department and charged with developing a range 
of nonconfinement sentencing options (including AIC's, 
responsibility for which was taken away from the DOC). 

For offenders with prison sentences of two or more years, the 
1990 reforms reinstated discretionary parole release after 
offenders have served half the judicially imposed sentence. 
A new civilian parole board also was created and directed by 
law to make releasing decisions based not on prison crowd
ing but on offenders' risk, behavior while confined, need, 
and merit. For offenders with prison sentences of less than 
two years, the reforms provided at,\)matic release at 50 
percent of maximum term, minus good time. Finally, the 
reforms abolished SHR for offenders sentenced to prison 
after 1990. The correctional system at the time of the site 
visit was operating at its capacity of about 10,000 (which 
was expected to go up another 1,000 by 1995). To continue 
to operate at or under capacity, however, the parole board 
must release 75 to 80 percent of offenders at their initial 
eligibility. Currently, only about 60 percent are released at 
their first eligibility. 

Purpose and Target Population 

The primary purpose of AIC's, reducing jail and prison 
populations, has remained the same. However, since 1990 
when the newly formed OAS assumed management of day 
reporting, AIC's no longer admit inmates released early 
from prison to SHR, although they continue to accept 
pretrial defendants denied bail who otherwise would be 
jailed pending trial, as well as offenders sentenced to proba
tion. Also, OAS officials decided not to develop strict AIC 
guidelines that judges might construe as limiting their dis
cretion; hence, the earlier practice of selective offender 
targeting was abandoned. Nevertheless, Connecticut offi
cials continue to emphasize selection of offenders at deci
sion point& where existing mechanisms and practices will 
maximize recruitment of offenders who otherwise would 
have been confined (for instance, at the pretrial stage). 

Between July 1992 and March 1994, AlC offenders in 
pretrial status averaged 55 percent of the AIC population. 
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During this same timespan the number of residual cases on 
SHR declined significantly, while the number of probation 
viclators and direct court sentence cases increased dramati
cally among the AlC population. Overall, in calendar year 
1993, AIC's admitted 7,333 offenders. 

Offenders must report five times a week ... if they 
are unemployed, and three times a week if they are 
employed full-time or attending school. 

Program Features 

Supervision. Connecticut's AIC's enforce a highly strict 
level of surveillance. Offenders must report five times a 
week to their AIC if they are unemployed, and three times a 
week if they are employed full-time or attending school. 
Offenders also must undergo substance abuse testing and 
counseling as requested by the AIC, notify the AlC staff 
within 24 hours of any change of address or employment 
status, and perform community service. Other conditions 
are set and enforced as required by the court. Offenders can 
participate in an AlC for up to six months. 

Services. The OAS coordinates with other agencies to pro
vide services and programs at AlC's. For instance, AIC's 
have access to 150 transitional housing beds, which can be 
used by offenders as needed (the offender must transfer to an 
area where the transitional beds are available). Some agen
cies colocate their staff at Connecticut AIC's and deliver 
services on-site. For instance, Families-in-Crisis (a private 
agency) contracts with the judicial department to provide 
family counseling services on-site at each AIC, and several 
AIC's run by Community Action Programs house other 
social service agencies to enhance service delivery options. 

Community service requirements. Connecticut's AIC's 
emphasize high-visibility group community service projects. 
When the State park system cut maintenance budgets, the 
OAS provided ArC community service crews for routine 
park maintenance. In 1993 ArC clients sold tickets and 
performed other support functions at the Nutmeg State 
Games, the statewide Olympic-style sports festival. AIC 
offenders also recently worked alongside community mem
bers to build a neighborhood playground. The exp~rience 
was so successful that the playground's designer agreed to 
use AIC community service workers at several other play
ground projects. 



-

... AIC pretrial ca8es have a higher appearance 
rate, a lower recidivism rate, and a lower incara 

ceration rate at sentencing than similar cases not 
placed at the AIC. 

Information on Impact 

Connecticut officials have been generally successful in 
gaining approval for AlC sites, but they concede that some 
AlC's are in unattractive neighborhoods or inadequate 
facilities. In 1993 the legislature allocated $2.4 million to 
upgrade facilities housing AIC's. The OAS has set mini
mum standards for AIC's (they are included in volume 2 of 
this report) and made plans to start inspecting AlC's in 1994 
for conformance. 

AIC's are being evaluated by the Justice Education Center 
(JEC) to determine if diversion goals are met. A JEC study 
of the pretrial population has found that AIC pretrial cases 
have a higher appearance rate, a lower recidivism rate, and 
a lower incarceration rate at sentencing than similar cases 
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not placed at the AlC. 19 (The executive summary of this 
study is included in volume 2.) In 1993, however, AIC's 
gave unsatisfactory discharges to 2,556 AIC offenders 
(34.9 percent of admissions), primarily for violations of 
AlC rules or conditions of supervision. A study of AIC's 
diversion of sentenced offenders was expected to be com
pleted in 1995. Also, JEC soon will begin a longitudinal 
study of AIC offender outcomes. 

Day reporting has met with some skepticism. Critics main
tain that the quality of the programs is uneven. In addition, 
some in Connecticut seeAIC' s as competitors of established 
justice agencies for limited available funding. For example, 
probt'.tion funding and staffing have not increased for sev
eral years, despite a growing and increasingly difficult 
c~seload. Some probation officers reportedly complain that, 
with additional funding, they could provide the same or 
better supervision as the AIC's. Bail commissioners some
times protest that AIC' s divert some offenders from pretrial 
confinement after a bail commissioner has decided they 
should not be released. Nevertheless, day reporting has 
become an integral aspect of Connecticut's correctional 
system. 

A probationer on day reporting pays supervision fees and restitution. 
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Harris County (Texas) 
Community Supervision 
and Corrections Department 

Background and Program Implementation 

Day reporting is one of many punitive options in the four
tier continuum of sanctions used by the Harris County 
Community Supervision and Corrections Department 
(HCCSCD). Tier 1 includes total confinement in jails or 
other physically secure facilities, while Tier 2 consists of 
residential sanctions, including community corrections 
centers and residential treatment programs. Tier 3 encom
passes several levels of community supervision. including 
day reporting, and Tier 4 includes unsupervised probation. 
Day reporting is the most intensive form of community 
supervision in Tier 3, earning it the name Super Intensive 
Probation Program (SIPP). 

Day reporting in HaITis County began just a few years ago. 
In 1990 the director of HCCSCD assembled a delegation of 
six Houston judges to visit the Hampden County Day 
Reporting Centerin Springfield, Massachusetts. Impressed, 
the judges ordered the development of a similar program for 
Harris County, stressing both strict control and plentiful 
services. SIPP South, in downtown Houston, was the first 
DRC implemented, funded by the Community Justice As
sistance Division of the Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice. As part of the settlement of a lawsuit challenging 
conditions in the county jail, the court also ordered the 
county to reduce the jail population and submit a plan 
showing how it would do so. The court also ordered the State 
legislature to pay for new programs in that plan to diveltjail 
inmates. HCCSCD submitted a plan to augment SIPP by 
1,000 slots, expand the HaITis County correctional boot 
camp, and build 1,200 new beds in community corrections 
centers. 

Purpose and Target Population 

SIPP's goals are (1) to stabilize offenders' behavior so they 
can make progress on their supervision plans and move as 
quickly as possible to lower supervision levels, (2) to reduce 
jail crowding, and (3) to protect the pUblic. 

The HCCSCD day reporting program was promoted and 
funded primarily to reduce the jail population, but judges 
resisted having constraints on their sentencing discretion. 
Therefore, rather than use detailed eligibility criteria and 
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selection processes that might appear to limit judicial 
discretion, HCCSCD focuses on (1) using SIPP as a reentry 
program for graduates of the department's residential pro
grams and (2) recruiting offenders from decision points at 
which a confinement outcome is highly likely, such as at 
revocation hearings. HCCSCD staff screen every case that 
involves an offender who has been directly sentenced to 
SIPP. If they encounter an offender who does not fall into 
high-risklhigh-need categories on the department's assess
ment instruments, they develop a plan for judicial approval 
transferring the offender to a less intnlsive level of super
vision. 

SIPP's goals are (1) to stabilize offenders' behav
ior so they can make progress on their supervision 
plans and move as quickly as possible to lower 
supervision levels, (2) to reducejaU crowding, and 
(3) to protect the public. 

Because of the scale of the program, HCCSCD has devel
oped several specialized case loads within SIPP. They 
include: 

Mentally ill/mentally retarded offenders. The SIPP 
programs can serve 250 mentally ill or mentally re
tarded offenders. These cases come from three sources: 
(1) as referrals from Project Action, a residential 

Specialized Caseloads 
Harris Counly has developed specIalized 
case/Dads withIn S/PP for: 

., Mentally ill/mentally retardedoffender$. 

• Stalkers. 

.. Sex offenders. 

• Graduates of itlstitutionaldrug treatmentprQgralrzi 

• Probationers in art alternative campus. 

• Boot camp graduates. 

• Offenders On both probation andparole. 
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treatment program for mentally ill or impaired offend
ers, (2) as the result of direct court sentences, and (3) 
as an alternative to revocation from a Tier 2 or Tier 3 
placement. For this group, staff eT'1phasize crisis inter
vention more strongly, monitor offenders' intake of 
prescribed medications, make more fl'equent refen'als 
for services, and exercise more patience in dealing 
with offenders. 

Stalkers. This group, which consists of offenders who 
are subject to restraining orders, has a higher level of 
field contacts as well as more intensive and lengthy 
cUIfew requirements. 

Sex offenders. About 125 positions are available for 
sex offenders who are in community-based treatment. 

Graduates of institutional drug treatment programs. 
The Texas Department of Corrections operates Sub
stance abuse Felony Punishment Facilities (SAFPF), 
which provide treatment for drug-involved offenders. 
Probationers who do not adjust satisfactorily to super
vision can be placed in these low-security facilities for 
up to one year while still on probation. 

• Probationers in an alternative campus. The public 
schools have created alternative campuses for 17- to 
19-year-old felony probationers who are still in school. 

• Boot camp graduates. Each platoon of graduates par
ticipates in weekly group meetings at the SIPP and 
performs group community service. The program's 
intent is to prolong the esprit de corps generated in the 
boot camp. 

Offenders 011 both probation and parole. All parolees 
who are also on probation are on a specialized SIPP 
caseload. 

Program Features 

Harris County operates two SIPP units, one in the North 
Region (northern Houston) and one in the South Region 
(downtown Houston). SIPPNorth has an intended capacity 
of 1,000 offenders and is located next to a freeway in a 
black/Hispanic low-income area. It shares a county office 
building with several human service agencies. SIPP South, 
with an intended capacity of 750 offenders, is located in an 

Offenders 011 day reporting board a vall to go to a community service worksite. 
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older commercial ama on the edge of downtown Houston 
at what used to be a new-car dealership. On the day of the 
site visit, the total caseload of the two units was slightly 
over 2,000; hence, the capacity of these DRC' s is somewhat 
elast:c. These are the largest day reporting programs iden
tified by the mail survey of known DRC's in 1994. 

Supervision. Using information developed during offend
ers' assessments, supervision plans are developed upon 
entry to SIPP. While in SIPP offenders are subject to the 
foHowing conditions: 

In phase one, offenders must report daily, in person, to 
the SIPP office, unless they are working, in which case 
they must contact staff daily by phone or staff must visit 
them at their home or workplace. In phase two, they 
must report three times a week, and in phase three, they 
mt.lst report once a week, 

Offtmders must take a drug-use test during their first 
visit and are subject to random testing twice a month 
thereafter, tapering to once a month during later phases, 

Offenders must make court-ordered payments for such 
things .as fines, fees, and restitution. 

All offenders must perform 50 or more hours of com
munity service if so ordered by the courts. 

Other conditions vary according to content of the supervi
sion plan, specific requirements in the court's order, and the 
characteristics of specialized caseloads. For example, boot 
camp graduates are subject to more drug-use testing and 
group reporting, whereas stalkers face longer and more 
rigorously enforced curfew. 

SIPP offices are open from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. Monday 
chrough Thursday and 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday. Durations 
in SIPP vary from 90 days to one year, depending on how 
individual offenders progress. Most offenders remain in 
SIPP three to six months. 

Sen/ices. The following programs and services are avail
able at each of the SIPP offices: 

Substance abuse evaluations and assessments. A cer
tified substance abuse counselor is on-site twice a 
week to evaluate offenders, and a licensed therapist is 
on-site one day a week to evaluate mentally impaired 
offenders for substance abuse programming. 
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Education lab. If offenders read below a sixth-grade 
level, they are required to attend the education lab, 
which has 15 computer stations and is oper. daily until 
8 p.m. Education labs also are provided in all HCCSCD 
residential programs, so offenders who enter SIPP as 
residential program graduates can continue working 
on their educational objectives. 

• Support group meetings. Graduates of residential pro
grams who (before discharge from the residential facil
ity) were deemed at high risk for recidivism attend 
weekly support group meetings. Facilitated by licensed 
counselors, these meetings are intended to reinforce 
behaviors lea.ned in the residential facilities. 

Individual and group therapy. One licensed therapist is 
on-site one day a week at each SIPP office to provide 
group and individual therapy. A psychologist is on-site 
all week at each location to conduct psychological 
evaluations and to conductindi vidual and group therapy. 

• Vocational intervention program. HCCSCD contracts 
with the Texas Employment Commission to provide 
employment readiness classes for offenders and to 
make employment referrals. 

Urinalysis. Each SIPP office has trained monitors who 
conduct on-site testing. 

Life skills training. Each SIPP office (and all residen
tial programs) offers a core program to help offenders 
overcome patterns that contributed to their criminal 
behavior. In addition, the program teaches employ
ability and job retention skills. 

• Intensive mental health case management. Project 
Action caseworkers (funded by the Texas Council on 
Offenders with Mental Impairments) work closely with 
SIPP counselors to help mentally impaired offenders 
use community mental health services, Medicare and 
Medicaid services, inpatie/nt hospitalization, commu
nity health care, substance abuse counseling, job place
ment and assistance, and crisis intervention. 

• Health and personal growth education. HCCSCD pro
vides educational information to offenders using a 
variety of media, including videos or speakers on such 
topics as AIDS awareness, conflict resolution, parenting 
skills, nutrition, addiction, and employment skills. 
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Community service. HCCSCD's community service 
program encompasses more than just SIPP partici
pants-HCCSCD has over 4,500 offenders on commu
nity service crews (and many more performing indi
vidual community service) at any gi ven time. HCCSCD 
has 60 12-passenger vans, stored and maintained at 
SIPP South, to transport community service work crews. 
Skilled workers constructed a large portion of 
HCCSCD's new community corrections facility, for 
example, and also helped to build a new nature center in 
the county park system. Unskilled offenders typically 
perform cleanup tasks. 

Reducing Revocation 

Although young, Harris County's day reporting programs 
already have become vital to the county's strategy to reduce 
jail and prison populations. HCCSCD officials consider 
probationers as failures only if their supervision is revoked 
and they are committed to prison. Day reporting serves as 
part ofHCCSCD'.<; aggressive development of a broad array 
of sanctions to prevent such "failures." Day reporting and 
other intermediate sanctions enable offenders who do not 
adjust weIl to supervision at one level to move to another by 
court order without revocation of probation. HCCSCD 
frequently uses changes in levels of supervision or between 
community and residential supervision to sanction violative 
behavior or noncompliance with conditions of supervision. 
Officials stressed that the policy is in place so that every 
effort can be made to av,id revocation, by adjusting offend
ers within the departmellt' s continuum of sanctions, if they 
exhibit unsatisfactory adjustment. 

Maricopa County (Arizona) 
Adult Probation Department 
Day Reporting Centers 

Background and Program Implementation 

Although established only in 1992, day reporting is now an 
integral component of the adult sentencing and corrections 
continuum in Maricopa County, Arizona (see figure 4). The 
current population of Maricopa County is 1.3 million; of 
this total, approximately 1 mi11ion reside in Phoenix. 
Although reported crime actualIy has decreased slightly in 
recent years, crime is a volatile political issue in Maricopa 
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County. Efforts to "crack down" on lawbreakers have 
increased court backlog and jail crowding. 

In 1992 a jail-population-management team was estab
lished to respond to a Federal court order to immediately 
reduce the popUlation of the county jail. The management 
team developed two in=.tiatives to reduce crowding: 

A court liaison program was initiated to speed up the 
processing of violation hearings and to use intermediate 
sanctions as a halfway-back mechanism for probation 
violators. 

A day reporting center program was implemented that 
targeted probation violators and offenders within 650 
days of release from jail. 

Apparently as a result of these two initiatives, the jail 
popUlation was reduced by about 10 percent between Au
gust 1992 and June 1994. While there is sti11 ajaiI-crowding 
problem, the county is in compliance with the existing 
Federal court order and neither program has generated 
negative media fallout. 

Maricopa County funded these programs by reallocating 
existing resources and b) developing new funding op
tions-for example, raising the charge for housing a Fed
eral inmate from $38 per day to $78 per day, persuading the 
State legislature to approve the use of funds from a 1986 
bond issue for DRC facility acquisition, and using $150,000 
in Bureau of Justice Assistance money. Finally, the county 
initiated a creative colocation strategy with a wide range of 
local treatment providers. The 1986 bond issue money could 
be used only to obtain or improve the physical plant, not to 
support the programs. In order to address this shortfall, DRC 
developers offered free rent in their buildings to treatment 
providers in exchange for slots in their programs for DRC 
offenders. The total cost of DRC development and court 
liaison programs was split equally between new funding 
sources (youthful-offenders funds, higher Federal reim
bursements, and the State bond for work furloughs) and old 
ones (existing county jail and adult probation budgets). 

At the time of the site visit, the county faced an unexpected 
deficit of $86 million. Permanent funding for the DRC 
program is a serious issue that will need to be addressed in 
1995, but it appears that the program has broad-based 
political support, largely' because of the efforts of the jail
population-m 'nagement team. 
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Purpose 

According to the latest program description provided by the 
Maricopa County Adult Probation Department, 

the mission of the Maricopa County Adult Proba
tion Department Day Reporting Center is to fur
lough selected offenders from incarceration into a 
program of strict community supervision and struc
tured reiutegration services.20 

In conjunction with this general mission statement, six goals 
were identified: (1) to expand the continuum of community
based sanctions and various treatment options available to 
the court; (2) to provide a safe and cost-effective method of 
reintegrating nonviolent probation inmates into the commu
nity; (3) to provide a broad spectrum of structured reintegra
tion services to nonviolent inmates serving commitments in 
the county jail; (4) to reduce the daily census of probation 
inmates in the county jail; (5) to provide highly structured 
supervision, sanctions, and services coordinated from a 
central locus; and (6) to serve as a clearinghouse for proba
tioner treatment programs and services. 

Target Population 

The initial target population for the DRC program in Maricopa 
County consisted of nonviolent offenders with identifiable 
treatment needs (educational, vocational, employment, sub
stance abuse) who were serving split sentences (that is, jail 
followed by probatil)n). Approximately 600 offenders meet 
the general criteria for the DRC/work furlough program 
each month, but because of the ,estrictive selection and 
review process only about 50 new offenders are placed in the 
program. About half of these offenders are referred directly 
fromjail; the remainder move from work furlough status to 
DRC status (see the caseflow diagram in volume 2). In 
addition, roughly three or four offenders are referred to the 
DRC program each month from the STEP (short-term en
nanced probation) program, which targets jail-bound proba
tion violators. 

According to the most recent program description, to be 
eligible for this program probationers must meet the follow
ing criteria: 

• Not pose a serious risk to the community. 
fi,~ furlough-eligible per terms and conditions of 
probation. 

Have an acceptable, verifiable address. 
• Display a nonviolent pattern of behavior. 
• Not be in need of long-term residential treatment. 
• Have access to transportation. 

Be willing to participate in the program. 
Not have charges pending that would prevent partici
pation in the program.21 

The caseflow process in Maricopa County is summarized in 
figure 5. The seven reasons for rejection during initial 
screening are a history of violence, commission of a violent 
offense, use of a weapon or injury to the victim, sex offender 
status, pending court appearances for other charges, manda
tory tr~atment required in a residential facility, and escape 
risk. The screening mechanisms currently in place appear to 
focus on the elimination of high-stakes cases-those of
fenders whose placement in the program could inflame 
public opinion if it were publicized. 

Program Features 

Maricopa County's day reporting program has three neigh
borhood offices. The East Day Reporting Center, which 
opened in August 1992, is locdted in Mesa, an area with a 
population slightly greater than 350,000. This program 
shares facility space with ISP and field service program 
administrators, the community punishments program, and 
the community services program. The stated capacity of the 
DRC program is 90. On the day of the site visit, however, 
only 45 DRC offenders were in the program. 

The Central DRC, which opened in Apri11994, is located in 
the Garfield Adult Probation and Community Center. The 
Garfield area has been targeted for the "Weed and Seed" 
Federal initiative, largely because police receive an average 
of900 gang-related calls each month. As was true at the East 
DRC, the Garfield DRC was operating under capacity (45 
offenders in a program designed for 90). 

The third DRC, located in the western section of Maricopa 
County, opened in January 1993 and was still operating in 
temporary quarters as of spring 1994. The county had 
recently purchased an old 40,000 square-foot mall to house 
the program, however, and this new facility was scheduled 
to open in September 1994. About 40 offenders were in the 
program, and capacity was expected to increase to 90 in the 
fall of 1994. 
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The Maricopa County DRC program was originally mod
eled after the DRC program in Hampden County, Massa
chusetts. Nonetheless, the Maricopa model is unique in the 
manner by which offenders move through the three phases 
of the program and in the strategies used to develop and 
administer treatment for DRC offenders. 

Supervision. The Maricopa County DRC program has three 
phases. During Phase 1 (orientation), which lasts one to two 
weeks and emphasizes direct supervision of offenders, 
offenders must be seen at least five times per week, 
including two field visits and a residence verification. The 
program officer (PO) develops a case management super
vision plan by the end of Phase 1, while the supervision 
officer (SO) reviews the offender's daily itinerary and 
establishes a surveillance plan. 

Phase21asts for six to eight weeks, depending on the specific 
problems and needs identified during the initial offender 
assessment. Contact levels are relaxed during Phase 2 (only 
two contacts per week are required), based on the premise 
that treatment (rather than control) is the most effective 
community protection strategy currently available. Never
theless, the PO and SO can and do increase contact levels 
based on their assessment of the client's surveillance needs. 
They also m'ake unscheduled home visits, conduct complex 
phone-based curfew checks, and order offenders to submit 
to regular urinalysis and Breathalyzer testing. 

During the final phase of the DRC program in Maricopa 
County, the offender makes the transition from the program 
traditional probation caseloads. During this phase, which 
lasts approximately two weeks, the DRC supervision team, 
the offender, and the newly assigned probation officer meet 
to review basic case management and treatment issues. The 
DRC supervision team still conducts at least two field 
contacts per week, while completing any other surveillance 
activities deemed appropriate. At any point up to the day of 
the offender's releasefromjail status, a violation of program 
rules could result in rollback to jail. 

Servic,es. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Maricopa 
County's DRC program is the wide range of private, non
profit treatment providers that lave been brought together 
at each DRC site by the lure oj' free rent. For example, the 
EastDRC was offering the following treatment resources to 
offenders: 

• Job placement and job readiness programs. 
EducationJIiteracy programs. 
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Self-help/support groups (Alcoholics Anonymous and 
Narcotics Anonymous). 

• Intensive counseling forchemicallalcohol dependency. 
Community service programs. 
Other counseling/treatment programs (focusing on 
health, life skills. and family, for example). 

Each supervision team has a caseload of approximately 30 
probationers from three sources (DRC/furlough, STEP, and 
the youth offender program). The supervision team must 
decide how to apply the various available surveillance 
techniques to individual offenders, as well as how to assess, 
implement, and monitor each offender's treatment plan. 
According to the most recent DRC program description, 

during the day, the participant will follow an hour
by-hour schedule of courses offered at the Day 
Reporting Center and other community-based agen
cies andlor participate in ajob search program until 
employed. Participants with employment will fol
low daily itineraries which include their jobs. 
Courses offered at the Day Reporting Center Pro
gram will address a variety of needs, including 
drug and alcohol counseling, literacy and GED 
classes, and family and health [education classes] .22 

In addition, many offenders must complete several hours of 
community service. During Phase 2 of the DRC program, 
any community service hours completed are applied to the 
probation portion of the offender's sentence, even though 
the offender is technically still in the institutional phase of 
his or her split sentence. 

Eighty-six percent . .. of the . .. offenders who were 
terminated from supervision ... were "successful" 
. . . no new arrests, incidents of absconding, or 
serious rule violations fesulting in return to jail. 

Information on Impact 

To date, no fonnal evaluation has been completed on the 
Maricopa County DRC program, but program data are 
available on the performance of offenders while under 
supervision and the general impact of the program on the 
jail-crowding problem. Eighty-six percent (673) of the 780 
offenders who were tenninated from supervision (in Phases 
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Figure 5 

THE CASEFLOWPROCESS IN MARICOPA, ARIZON~\· 

Identification: J-Offenders are referred to DRC from 
Step 1: offender pool includes pretrial, direct multiple sources, including (1) 

sentence, and post-conviction casas (N-600)1 probation, (2) jail, (3) court/judiciary. 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Step B: 

~ 
Initial Screening: 

review offender's curront status and prior 
record (N - 300) 

Eligibility Determination: 
interviow with offender/review of any 

institutional record (N ... 100) 

Placement in DRC: 
final approval by program staff/judiciary; 
offendor agrees to participate (N ... 50) 

Reasons for rejection: 
_~ (1) use of weapon or injury to victim 

(2) history of violencD 
(3) pending residential treatment 
(4) escape risk 
(5) sex offender 
(6) naw charges pending 
(il) violent offense (most categories) 

R6~sons for rejection: 
(1) non verifiable residence 

1--!_!110 (2) disciplinary problems while on work furlough 
(3) objection from county attorney 
(4) judicial resistance 

_ Reasons for Rejection: 
...... -+(1) warrant!hold 

(2) objection from state 
(3) problem idantified during family visit 

~ (4) offender refusal to participate 

Participation & Completion of Three Phase 86% Program completion rate: 
Program: 1--.......:~=!IiIo 11 % DRC program failures 

orientation program and transition phases ... 2% absconders 
(N ,,43) 1 % new arrests 

~ 
Transfer to either intensive supervision or 

traditional probation caseload (N -43) 

No follow-up data available on the 
i--~"'!110 subsequent behavior of DRC 

offenders. 

"n19 casaflow process can be described aepillately for the young adult offender population, for step program offonders 
(step-short-tenn enhanced probation), and for offenders referred from tho jaillwork furlough program. The papulation 
estimates are based on monthly totals provided by Maricopa County's DRC director (June 1994). 
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1 through 3) were "successful" (that is, there were no new 
arrests, incidents of absconding, or serious rule violations 
resulting in return to jail). In fact, there have been only five 
new arrests (1 percent of all completions), 16 absconders 
(2 percent), and 86 returns to jail (11 percent). Given the 
high level of surveillance and control built into the program 
model, the return rate of 11 percent is actually quite low, 
especially when compared to ISP evaluation results. 

... since its inception in 1992, the DRC program has 
"saved" the county the equivalent of 35,426 days in 
jail. Based on the $37 average per diem cost for 
housing a county inmate in Maricopa Coun!ty, the 
estimated cost savings total $1.3 mUlion. 

-------------------------------
According to DRC records, the "successful" offender spends 
an average of 44.8 days under Phase 2 DRC supervision, as 
compared with 27.5 days for unsuccessful offenders. Suc
cessful program completion rates increase with offender 
age (for example, 94 percent of the offenders 46 and over 
were successful, as opposed to 80 percent of the offl~nders 
25 and under). It also appears that suceessful prcgram 
completion rates are higher for some conviction offense 
types (for instance, 92 percent of persons convicted of 
crimes against persons, and 94 percent of persons convicted 
of DUI-driving under the influence-offenses were suc
cessful, versus 79 percent of the property offenders, 78 
percent of the offenders convicted of deceptive practices, 
and 74 percent of the offenders convicted of "other" felony 
offenses). 

Program staff have estimated that, since its inception in 
1992, the DRC program has "saved" the county the equiva
lentof35,426 days in jail. Based on the$37 average per diem 
cost for housing a county inmate in Maricopa County, the 
estimated cost savings total $1.3 million. According to 
current calculations provided by the probation department, 
the daily cost of placement in a DRC program is $16. If this 
estimate is accurate, it represents a significant potential ClOst 
savings to the county; however, any statements about the 
effectiveness of the DRC program-in tenns of corrections 
cost, diversionary impact, or recidivism reduction-would 
be premature, as the necessary evaluation research has yet 
to be completed. 
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Hampden County (Massachusetts) 
Day Reporting Center 

Background and Program Implementation 

The Hampden County Day Reporting Center (DRC), which 
opened in October 1986, was one of the first DRC's estab
lished in the United States. Since that time, over 1,200 
offenders have entered this program. The Hampden County 
DRC arose as a strategy for reducing high jail and prison 
popUlations. In the mid-1980's, the Hampden County Jail 
and House of Correction were operating at over 200 percent 
of rated capacity, and the sheriff was under pressure to ease 
the crowding situation. The directors of the Crime and 
Justice Foundation-a private, nonprofit organization dedi
cated to developing alternatives to prisons and jails-sug
gested that he consider experimenting with a program mod
eled after the British day centers, which combined strict 
(centralized) control strategies with comprehensive of
fender treatment programming. The sheriff was impressed 
with the British model's goals and strategies, and Hampden 
County subsequently developed its own program with a 
grant from the State departmt;l~t of correction. 

. . • the program's mission is to provide a cost
effective intermediate sanction for offenders at both 
the front end (that is, at the point of pretrial release 
or direct sentence) and the back end (the early release 
or halfway-back stage) of the corrections system. 

Purpose 

While the Hampden County DRC's initial purpose was to 
reduce jail crowding, today the program's mission is to 
provide a cost-effective intermediate sanction for offenders 
at both the front end (that is, at the point of pretrial release 
or direct sentence) and the back end (the early release or 
halfway-back stage) of the corrections system. According to 
the program director, its most impOltant goal is to structure 
offenders' reintegration to the community. The program 
assumes that offender employment and treatment are the 
keys to reducing recidivism. It also relies on extensive 
surveillance and controls (in most cases using electronic 
monitoring) to ensure community security. 



Target Population 

The primary offenders targeted for Hampden County's 
DRC are nonviolent substance abusers. Possession and 
possession with intent to sell are the two main conviction 
offenses for the DRC population, characterizing 50 percent 
of all offenders. The Hampden County DRC recruits par
ticipants at a number of discrete points in the criminal 
justice process-pretrial detention, direct sentences, pro
bation, federal correctional facilities, and the county jail. 
Defendants who are jailed because they are unable to make 
bail may be placed in the DRC if they meet eligibility 
requirements. The DRC program also considers for admis
sion county offenders who are referred directly from inten
sive supervision caseloads under an "experimental" agree
ment with the Office of the Commissioner of Probation. 
Finally, Federal offenders serving time at the Hampden 
County Correctional Facility may also be referred to the 
program, along with Federal offenders directly sentenced 
to electronic monitoring. 

For the sentenced offender population, the selection pro
cess involves three steps: 

• Identification. Institutional casework staff review all 
new intake cases during the first week of the offender's 
incarceration. 

Review. DRC classification unit members review the 
pool of identified "program-eligible" offenders. 

• Selection. DRC staff and administration determine the 
final placement pool, based on both a program assess
ment (including the offender's offense and risk to the 
community, institutional record, and treatment needs 
or plans) and a home visit by the DRC program's 
security staff. 

Sentence length affects program eligibility. For example, an 
offender with a two-month sentence may be referred to the 
DRC after serving 30 days, while an offender with a 30-
month sentence is eligible for referral to the DRC after 
serving 13 months. In addition, several offenders, usually 
those who have been convicted of nonviolent offenses, are 
referred directly to the DRC by the judge, bypassing the 
usual review process. The number of direct judicial referrals 
was expected to increase significantly after introduction of 
a new, direct sentence DRC program in August 1994. 

Program Features 

Size. According to the program director, the intended capac
ity of the DRC is 150 offenders per day. In general, the 
program has remained full since its inception. In 1993, 
however, owing to changes in the staffing and location of 
the program, the targete-: admission goals were not met for 
two groups-sentenced offenders and ISP partic.ipants
although the number of pretrial offenders exceeded the 
program's goals. 

Tlte Hampden County DRC cost $5,000 per sl . .ot in 
1993, compared to $60,000 per bed per year in tlte 
county jaiL 

---------------------------------------\---
Location,Junding, and staff. The Hampden County DRC is 
designed to be easily accessible and is actually located at 
three sites. The main office is on the grounds of the Hampden 
County Correctional Center, which houses the center's 
administration as well as the security/electronic monitor
ing and intake/orientation components. Field offices are 
also located in downtown Springfield and at Springfield 
district and superior courts. 

The operating cost was $800,000 in 1993, or a per-slot cost 
of slightly less than $5,000 per year. By comparison, the cost 
ofincarceration in a county facility is over $60,000 per bed, 
per year. State funding covers 75 percent of the Hampden 
County DRC's costs, while additional support comes from 
the county, contracts with the Federal Bureau of Prisons , and 
various State and Federal grants. 

At the time of the site visit, the program had 18 staff 
providing both treatment and security for the DRC. At the 
field office in Springfield, program staff provide services 
such as drug and alcohol treatment, family counseling, 
general equivalency diploma (OED) and English as a second 
language (ESL) classes, and anger management training. 
Students and interns are used in all aspects of the DRC's 
treatment programming and for on-site security, while 
security staff are responsible for electronically monitoring 
offenders and conducting random spot checks at offenders' 
homes and places of work. 

Supervision. The Hampden County DRC offers the most 
intensive form of community supervision available for 
offenders in the area. The most intensive form of regular 
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probation supervision provides two contacts per month. On 
average, the overall duration of day reporting is four months. 
During this time, the offender progresses through four 
program phases, each lasting approximately one month 
(see the program's 1994 DRC handbook in Volume 2 of this 
report for details). 

After the Phase 1 orientation is complete, the most inten
sive "community supervision" ph,'lse begins. The require
ments during Phase 2 are seven in-office contacts per week, 
four to five field contacts each week by community correc
tions officers, curfew every night at 9 p.m., one to two drug 
tests per week, and 16 to 20 hours of Gommunity service per 
week if unemployed and four to s ~x hours per week if 
employed. Other requirements include four to five field 
Breathalyzer tests per week, two GED classes per week ( 1 
~ hours each), and participation in a family program each 
week (1 ~ hours each). In Phases 3 and 4, offenders have 
fewer contact requirements and may participate in addi
tional activities in the community. 

Services. The Hampden County program uses its own staff 
to provide most treatment to offenders. DRC staff receive 
close to 100 hours per year in specialized training on a 
variety of issues. At the time of the site visit, staff were 
responsible for counseling offenders, providing substance 
abuse treatment, leading a required four-week family inter
vention program, and coordinating community service ac
tivities for all offenders. The Springfield Employment Re
source Center has been contracted "to assist participants 
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with specialized employment needs,"23 and selected pro
viders (AIDS support groups, Alcoholics Anonymous, and 
Narcotics Anonymous, among others) are allowed to offer 
services to offenders on-site that are not provided by DRC 
staff. 

Information on Impact 

Although the Hampden County DRC has been in operation 
since 1986, no formal evaluation has been conducted to 
date. Program data suggest, however, that the majority of 
DRC offenders successfully complete the program. For the 
1986-1992 period, program completion rates hovered 
around 80 percent, with the majority of program failures the 
result of technical violations (such as positive drug test 
results or failure to follow daily itinerary) rather than 
rearrest for new criminal activity. Overall, however, pro
gram completion rates dropped significantly in 1993 (from 
79 percent to 68 percent), partly because of changes in 
program staffing and location. In addition, the 1993 Annual 
Report observes that the completion rate remains low (50 
percent) for pretrial detainees. According to the program 
director, the level and pattern of revocations-especially 
the early program rule violations-is consistent with the 
primary goal of the program, reintegration, as well as the 
secondary goal of reducing jail crowding. The program has 
a structured hierarchy of sanctions in place that do not 
require immediate incarceration for rule violators.24 



--

An Emerging Model of DalY Reporting·? 

In just the past decade, day rep,orting has bec,ome a signifi
cant, if experimental, cQmp,onent ,of the 'p',merican CQrrec
tiQnal system. Based ,on the mail survey results and infQrma
tiQn ,obtained during site visits, it appears that a day rep,orting 
mQdel may be emerging in the United State:s, but ,only at a 
brQad level. As this rep,ort has shQwn, with respect tQ gQals 
and majQr elements ,of prQgram design-strict surveillance 
and numerous services-ORC's dQ share certain distinctive 
characteristics that distinguish them from ,other intermediate 
sanctiQns. And, like intensive supervisiQn and cQrrectional 
bQQt camps, ORC's have a wide appeal tQ policymakers, 
whQ are seeking tQ supPQrt a variety ,of gQals. The programs 
have an aura ,of toughness that appeals tQ thQse wanting m,ore 
punishment and c,ontrQI ,of ,offenders, and in severaljurisdic
ti,ons ,officials have S,old ORC' s as part ,of a package tQ reduce 
prisQn ,or jail crQwding. At the same time, ORC's appeal tQ 
thQse whQ want mQre access tQ treatment fQr Qffenders.2s 

At a mQre narr,ow level, hQwever, day repQrting programs 
differ cQnsiderably in size, eligibility criteria, type of admin
istratiQn, and other features. Als,o, the data indicate that 
ORC's cQntinut~ tQ be in a state ,of transitiQn-fQr instance, 
from private tQ public Qperati,on, and frQm emphasizing 
recruitment ,of incarcerated ,offenders tQ targeting ,offenders 
from nQncQnfinement SQurces such as probatiQn ,or commu
nity residential programs. The latter trend diminishes the 
prospects ,of reducing jail and prisQn cr,owding since such 
,offenders nQrmally would nQt have been incarcerated even 

if ORC's did nQt exist. As a practical matter, nt~wer public 
ORC's generally ,offer fewer services than the ,original 
ORC's. At the same time, they provide a level ,of surveil
lance cQmparable tQ earlier private ORC's. The smaller 
number ,of services in newer programs CQuld be attributable 
tQ their YQuth but alsQ CQuld be ,occurring because the field 
is leaning tQward a stronger emphasis ,on supervision ,over 
services. Regardless, the balance between cQntrQI and treat
ment that distinguished the ,original day rep,orting programs 
frQm intensive supervisiQn appears tQ be shifting in favQr ,of 
surveillance. At this PQint, ORC's still ,occupy a unique 
PQsitiQn in the cQntinuum ,of intermediate sanctiQns thrQugh 
their provisiQn ,of bQth rigQrous supervisiQn and diverse 
services. If in the future ORC's decrease their level ,of 
services, hQwever, day repQrting will increasingly resemble 
intensive supervisiQn programs. 

In essence, then, after a decade ,of rapid develQpment, a very 
general mQdel ,of day repQrting can be derived from the 
many cQnfigurati,ons that n,ow exist acrQSS the NatiQn. Per
haps mQre impQrtant fQr PQlicymakers cQnsidering imple
mentatiQn ,of ORC's in their cQmmunities, each ,of these 
individual cQnfiguratiQns may serve as a specialized mQdel 
,of day repQrting, that fQcuses ,on specific cQmmunity needs, 
reSQurces, and gQals. It remains t,o be seen which mQdels 
have the mQst succt~ssful ,outCQmes and hence will serve as 
the best examples for future ORC's. 
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A Composite Day Reporting Center 
As thlsrepori dlscussesi while American ORC's'Share a few baefccharacterlstlcs, they Q'lso vary to a large 
degree In terms of a number of other features, Basedon the research findings, however. it Ispossible to create 
a composite picture of the DRC's that responded to the mail survey, Certainly not every DRChas all of the 
following features, butln general these characteristIcs are representative of a typical day reporting program; 

• Was established only two or three years ago by a local publiC (judiclaJ) agency. 
• Accepts primarily male offenders who are on probation or have violated condftlons, who obuse alcohol 

and other drugs, and who pose a low rIsk to the community. . ... . .. . ... 
• Aims primarily to provide treatment and othemeeded services to offenders and to reduce Jail or prIson. 

crowding In Its community. 
• /s open flve days (about 54 hours) each week and has oprogram dUration of about ffve mcmths. 
• Serves fewer than 700 offendersat anyone time. . 
.• Maintains a strict level of surveillance and requires more contacts With offenders than Isrequlre1d by the 

most Intens[ve form of community supervision otherwlseavallable in the jUrisdiction. 
• Directs successful offenders through three phases with Increasingly less stringent requIrements. fI''3qiJires 

five on-sfte contacts during the most Intensfve phase: also monitors offenders o(f..s/tethrough tel€!phone 
and field contacts and electron/c survelllance. monitors Offenders for a totafofnearly 70 hours per Waek. 

• Tests offenders for drug use at leasifive times each month dUring the mostlntenslvephdse. . 
• Provides numerous seMces on-site to address clients' employment, educafl'on,and counseling ma(?ds. 

refers ottendsrs off-site for drug abuse treatment. .-
• Requires offenders to perform commUnIty service.. ... . . .. 
• Has one line staff'i'or about every seven offenders and has a relatively low staff turnover rate. 
• Costs about $20 per day per Offender, . 

Private programs dIffer from this composite In that they provide more servIces, have fewer staff and higher . 
staff turnover, are slightly larger and more expensive, and recrUit more offenders released early from]ailor 
prison .. . 

Similarly, older programs diverge from the composite because they have feweradmisslons, they recruit more 
offenders released eqrly from jaIl and prison and they reqUire more offender contacts, 
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Key Issues for the Future 

As day reporting enters its second decade of growth across 
the United States, policymakers and practitioners should 
consider three important issues affecting the future imple
mentation and development of DRC' s: (1) ensuring offend
ers' access to services, (2) responding to nonconformance to 
DRC regulations in ways that will not simply add to prison 
and jail crowding, and (3) conducting rigorous process and 
outcome evaluations. 

Ensuring Offenders' 
Access to Services 
In most jurisdictions, major barriers inhibit delivery of 
needed treatment and services to offenders. In many cases 
the budgets of social services agencies have been cut, often 
at a time when the demand for their services is rising, forcing 
the agencies to set explicit priorities for who gets services. 
Social service agencies may give preference to their tradi
tional clients (young mothers or children, for example) or to 
individuals who may be easier to work with than offenders. 
If correctional agencies try to provide their own treatment, 
however, they may be viewed as competitors for a limited 
pool of available treatment funds. Working relations be
tween corrections and social services agencies thus may 
become even more strained. 

Given these circumstances, DRC' s face a particular struggle 
to improve offenders' access to and use of needed services 
and treatments. As community officials think about devel
oping new day reporting programs, they may want to con
sider three modes of ensuring offenders' access to services: 
(1) using program staff, (2) using case management, and (3) 
colocating with other agencies. 

The Hampden County DRC in Massachusett<: like many 
other programs, has been able to provide almost all services 
on-site through its own program staff, although selected 
providers are allowed to offer services on-site not provided 
by DRC staff, such as Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. 
Other programs may find it increasingly practical to work 
with Gase managers from outside social service agencies in 

order to coordinate the best care available in the community 
for participating offenders. Finally, a strategy that has 
proved successful for DRC's struggling with scarce re
sources is colocating services with other agencies. For 
example, as discussed earlier in this report, in Maricopa 
County, Arizona, where funding for services in DRC's is 
not available, officials have provided free office space to 
social services agencies in exchange for offenders' priority 
access to services and treatment. 

Responding to Nonconformance 
DRC's generally have high negative termination rates, butit 
is difficult to interpret this finding adequately, given the 
current data. DRC's aim to recruit offenders who otherwise 
would be confined or who represent the highest risk to the 
community among those on probation or parole. Hence, a 
high negative termination rate may, in part, reflect charac
teristics of the popUlation served as well as the sensitivity of 
program staff to a potential backlash from a high-visibility 
failure. Also, making offenders obey more conditions of 
supervision increases the odds that they will fail to conform 
to all of them. Intensive surveillance increases the odds of 
detecting failure or nonconformance to rules. Evaluations of 
ISP's suggest that technical violation rates reflect supervi
sion intensity and style, and are not a reliable predictor of 
new criminal activity among the offender popUlation. 

In addition, high termination rates can Oh8truct attainment of 
other goals. If officials successfully recruit confinement
bound offenders into DRC's, high negative termination 
rates will erode any reductions achieved in prison or jail 
populations and diminish cost savings. If officials instead 
recruit a DRC population with a low probability of impris
onment, ahigh negative termination rate can increase prison 
or jail populations and drive up system costs. It is hard to 
build or sustain political support for programs in which a 
large majority of participants are negatively terminated. 

Among the DRC' s surveyed, those that emphasize surveil
lance more than service are less tolerant of control-oriented 
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Responding to 
Program Violations 

on average, halfofall offenders who/eave PRC's 
have not successfully completed. the program 
. but Instead have been dismissed. The great ma
jority ·of these so-called· negative. terminations 
result when or. offender has commItted a technl-: 
cal violation .of a program rute qr requirement. 
Comparatively few negatlvelyiermlnated of:., 
fenders have been arrested for or charged with 
newcr/mes. 

These results should not be surprisIng. The NlJ 
mult/site evaluation of intenslve.suPEJrillSlon prq"' 
grams (ISP's) found that techn/ca/v/olatlon rates .. 
were much higher for offenders random/yas:., 
sIgned to ISP's than for those randomlyoss/gned 
to regular probatlon26 . Uke day reporting pro~ 
grams, ISP's Impose a slgniffcantly h[gh number of 
conditions that offenders must obey, thetebVln~ 
creasIng the odds that offenderswilrfallto com:
ply with them all. And as with day reporting, ISP's 
maintain an unusually strict level ofsurveJl/ance, 
thereby Increasing the odds thatvlolationswlII be 
detected. 

All of the DRC'sthat respondedto the mall survey.· 
cIted reductIon of prison or Jail crowdIng as anat . 
least someWhat ./mportant goql (nearly. three
fourths claimed It was a very Important goal). 
High technIcal vl%f/on rates, however; mdy 
make this a futile ambItion. 

Asmore Intermediate sanct/onshave developed 
In recent years, rates ofrevocatlol") for technIcal 
violations have Increased)· too. Because the num- .. 
ber of persons on probat/oncmd parole alsO has 
grown, these hIgher revocation rates have pro'
duced a surge /n prison adm/sslons,ArecentN/J 
study on revocatfon practices, found thattechnl· 
col vIolators (not newly convIcted aild$en~ 
tenced criminals) accountfdr one~half to. two~ 
thIrds of prison admIssions In many statesP •. · . 

In the past officials made dec/slonscoflCe((llng 
revocations on a case-by-case basis;·· .Wlthout 
explicit policy guidance. Asth~ number of rever 
catlonshaslncreased, however, monystateshave 
establiShed poliCies-often In the form qfrevocci~ 
flon guidelines-to structure dec/sionfnakers' dis" 
cretlon. Generally, such gUfdelln'$$ tEJC!u/re .. 
nonlmprlsonment sanctions for mlndr violations, 
permit relrnprisonment after repeated mlqrange 
vlo/otions, and requlrelmmedldte Yelmprlsonment 
for sedous vlolations.28 . 
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violations. But DRC's that emphasize services more than 
surveillance are less tolerant of treatment-oriented viola
tions. Hence, both control and treatment objectives contrib
ute to high negative termination rates. 

DRC's may need to develop a coherent policy for respond
ing to infractions of program rules and requirements. They 
may also need to coordinate their responses to violations 
more closely with other agencies that share jurisdiction over 
DRC offenders (probation or parole agencies, for instance). 
Such a framework must ensure protection of the public but 
also must incorporate principles of parsimony, just deserts, 
certainty, and graduated sanctions. For example, officials 
might try to deter DRC rule violations by imposing swift and 
certain sanctions on violators who are detected. If the 
sanctioning rules are also to reflect just deserts, the sanctions 
cannot be disproportionate to the seriousness of the viola
tion. If they are to work within the limits of available 
resources (jail space, court time for hearings, and so on), 
sanctions may have to be generally modest. From these basic 
principles a sanctioning system could be developed that 
would employ swift, certain punishments that would in
crease with the gravity and frequency of violations. 

Conducting Evaluations 
To date, no outcome evaluations of day reporting centers 
have been completed. NIJ has funded a comparative evalu
ation of three DRC's in Wisconsin, but that study was still 
underway when this report was completed. Process evalua
tions-examining how programs operate, and the extent to 
which they work as intended-have been conducted with 
DRC's in Massachusetts and Connecticut. 

To determine ifDRC' s affect offenders' behavior, rigorous 
evaluations are needed. The programs studied should pursue 
similar goals, recruit comparable offender populations, pro
vide similar levels of surveillance and service, and follow 
the same policies when responding to violations. Most 
important, eligible offenders should be assigned randomly 
to day reporting or to an alternative placement, so that 
differences in observed outcomes may be plausibly attrib
uted to the effect of the program and not to the selection 
procedures. Participating programs should also undergo 
thorough process evaluations to assure that they are imple
mented as intended and that random assignment is main
tained throughout the study period. 



These evaluations should examine: 

The extent to which DRC's achieve their stated goals, 
and the extent to which those goals changed as the 
programs were implemented and evolved. 

• The actual versus the planned operation of the pro
grams, to determine if the intended levels of surveil
lance and services were actually delivered. 

Offender selection processes, to describe any variations 
from the intended models and to assure that random 
assignment of offenders was maintained during the 
study period. 

" Important features of the programs, such as the numbers 
of offenders who obtained and held employment, the 
numbers of participants who completed treatment pro
gramming, the numbers of hours of community service 
rendered, and so on. 

• Reasons why offenders failed in the programs, includ
ing removals for violations of DRC rules or failure to 
complete other required conditions, treatments, or ser
vices. 

• The impact on public safety, including a comparison of 
recidivism rates for DRC participants and graduates 
with those of the control group. 

• The cost of DRC's and, particularly, total system ex
penditures, including costs of confining persons who 
fail to complete the program. 

Now that it is apparent that clay reporting programs are 
growing at a rapid pace and consuming valuable resources 
in the process, it is imperative that evaluations attempt to 
determine whether these resources are being well spent. And 
if it appears that DRC's are having successful outcomes, it 
is equally important that clear, detailed studies be available 
to facilitate the replication of promising programs. 
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